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SPECTRAL APPROACHES FOR IDENTIFYING KINETIC FEATURES IN MOLECULAR
DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF GLOBULAR PROTEINS
Andrej J. Savol, B.S.
University of Pittsburgh, 2015
Proteins live in an environment of random thermal vibrations yet they convert this
constant disorder into selective biological function. As data acquisition methods for
resolving protein motions improve more of the randomness is also captured; there
is thus a parallel need for analysis methods that filter out the disorder and clarify
functionally-relevant protein behavior. Few behaviors are more relevant than folding
in the first place, and this thesis opens by addressing which conformational states are
kinetically relevant for promoting or inhibiting attainment of the folded native state.
Our modeling approach discretizes simulation data into a network of nodes and edges
representing, respectively, different protein conformations and observed conforma-
tional transitions. A perturbative strategy is then invoked to quantify the importance
of each node, i.e. conformational substate, with regard to theoretical folding rates. On
a test of 10 proteins this framework identifies unique ‘kinetic traps’ and ‘facilitator
substates’ that sometimes evade detection with traditional RMSD-based analysis. We
then apply spectral approaches and auto-regressive models to (1) address efficiency
concerns for more general networks and (2) mimic protein flexibility with compact
linear models.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
If biologists permit statisticians to
become arbiters of biologic
questions, scientific disaster is
inevitable.
Joseph Berkson (1899–1982)
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have dramatically improved our atomistic under-standing of protein motions, energetics, and function. That these experiments are per-
formed substantially from first principles illustrates that biology is yet another beneficiary of the
‘aggressive territorial expansion’ of mathematics1. Fundamental phenomena that power the cell,
for example, can be replicated by the emergent behavior of atoms that are modeled entirely dig-
itally in a computer. However, when performing protein simulations, and especially equilibrium
simulations, often the behavior of interest does not emerge. Or perhaps it sort of emerges, but the
collaborator isn’t so sure. In silico experiments of protein dynamics are increasingly producing
datasets too large to unambiguously assess visually and often too varied or subtle to interpret
with basic tools. Biological functions inhabit a broad spectrum of timescales (Fig. 1.1), and
atomistic modeling has only somewhat recently entered the temporal territory of protein folding.
It hardly made sense to discuss the statistics of protein folding within a simulation when folding
only occurred once. But, at least for polypeptides of modest length and with well-structured na-
tive states, this discussion is open and computational biology is tasked with developing analysis
tools that add to it.
A first high-level question might be why we need computational tools for data that were
themselves generated computationally. The modeling community could respond that relating
MD data to bulk experimental data from NMR, SANS, FRET, etc. requires the filtering out of
a lot of unneeded detail in the simulations. Naturally, this problem goes way beyond filtering:
very few experimental observables have a direct one-to-one correspondence with MD’s primary
output, the instantaneous position of all atoms in a molecule/solvent system. In short, the
classical Newtonian equations propelling MD are still hiding what an experimenter, leaning over
the same fluctuating protein, would be able to observe with current techniques. This line of
inquiry argues that when the experiment and observables agree, non-observable details in the
1
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Figure 1.1: A comparison of timescales and methods for protein flexibility. Approximate
timescales, in seconds, are shown above some representative biophysical behaviors. The temporal
resolution of some common experimental methods (nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), electron spin
resonance (ESR), single molecule Forster resonance energy transfer (smFRET), and small angle scat-
tering (SAS)) is diagrammed in orange. Computational methods (quantum mechanics/molecular
mechanics (QM/MM), etc.) are compared in green.
simulation can be considered. A second and optimistic justification for dissecting synthetic data
might be that the collaboration can work in the other direction, that MD simulations properly
analyzed can suggest experiments difficult to justify otherwise. Here we take this standpoint–that
many relevant and testable features of protein motions are likewise hiding in MD data. We argue
that kinetic models of conformational change can tease them out in Chapter 2, Kinetic frustration
in protein folding, and build compact models of protein motions using statistical invariants in
Chapter 4, Auto-regressive models of protein motions. The intervening Chapter 3, Faster f-score
approximations, will discuss the efficiency of the introduced kinetic calculations, so its results are
motivated by the intricacies of molecular motions but its applications are hopefully not limited
to them.
If it’s not yet apparent, time in various senses is a common theme here. The thermodynamics
of folding pathways dictate which routes are faster or slower and also which structural features
(e.g. helicity, native contacts, etc.) confer acceleration or inhibition of the folding process. We
use the term kinetic features to denote changes in folding rates that result from the presence or
absence of a specific conformational substate. We identify kinetic features in a normative and
quantitative way in Chapter 2. Our method is based on a simple idea: what happens to theo-
retical folding times when individual conformational substates are energetically forbidden? This
question is somewhat difficult to investigate experimentally because it involves altering a protein’s
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energetics in a certain state-space region while keeping the rest of the territory unchanged (mu-
tational and solvent perturbation studies sometimes have this aim). Imagine adding a localized,
infinite mesa to the free-energy landscape (FEL) in Fig. 1.2. This is exactly the question graph
theory can address, however, since each FEL subregion can be examined and perturbed inde-
pendently. Importantly, this perturbation approach is only valid if individual FEL subregions,
or conformational substates, are identified with reasonable clustering protocols. Provided our
clustering does indeed group together those individual conformers that interconvert freely, the
kinetic influence of individual conformational substates on overall folding times can be quantified.
Computing these kinetic features, called kinetic traps or facilitators in the context of protein
folding, turns out to be expensive, so we try to save some of that time in Chapter 3. Once a
system is schematized as a network of interconverting states, small alterations can often be made
without recomputing the global topology and its behavior. To do so, we map the original intact
network to a spectral representation such that update equations from matrix perturbation theory
are feasible. A drawback is that our approach still requires the intact network’s full spectrum, so
efficiency tests, where we attain a one- to five-fold speedup, are performed on medium-sized social,
biological, and infrastructure networks where initial, dense eigendecomposition is tractable.
Returning to protein flexibility, Chapter 4 investigates the time spans over which protein
motions are predictable. Consider again the folding trajectory depicted in white in Fig. 1.2. Are
some protein motions duplicated each time the peptide conformation approaches the low-energy
native state? We show that there are indeed compact representations of protein motions that
exploit dynamic regularities in observed simulations. We are then able to synthesize novel protein
motions that reproduce the statistics of all-atom MD simulations but are encoded compactly in
linear expressions, that is, without the higher-order energy terms of electrostatic or van der Waals
interactions.
 1.1 Publications list
Most of the work in this thesis has been published. Results from non-first author publications are
not included with the exception of Fig. 4.2, generated by the author and included in publication
[1] below.
9. Savol A and Chennubhotla CS. Approximating frustration scores in complex networks via perturbed
Laplacian spectra. Scientific Reports, 2015. [In Review]
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Figure 1.2: A free-energy landscape and an individual folding event. A model fast-folding
protein, villin headpiece (VHP), is shown in its folded conformation (left). Backbone colors indicate
important structural components, helices 1 (yellow), 2 (orange), and 3 (red). To arrive in that
conformation the polypeptide accesses a sequence of conformations shown in white on the free-energy
landscape visualization (right). Landscape is composed of the dihedral principal components of the
VHP simulation discussed in Chap. 2. Energetically favorable regions of the state-space are depicted
in red.
8. Savol A and Chennubhotla CS. Quantifying the Sources of Kinetic Frustration in Folding Simula-
tions of Small Proteins. Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation, 10(8):2964–2974, August 2014.
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Chapter 2
Kinetic frustration in protein folding
We are bound withal to Time, and
the amounts of it spent getting from
one end of a journey to another.
Thomas Pynchon
Mason & Dixon
Experiments and atomistic simulations of polypeptides have revealed structural intermediatesthat promote or inhibit conformational transitions to the native state during folding. We
invoke a concept of kinetic frustration to quantify the prevalence and impact of these behaviors
on folding rates within a large set of atomistic simulation data for ten fast-folding proteins, where
each protein’s conformational space is represented as a Markov state model of conformational
transitions. Our graph theoretic approach addresses what conformational features correlate with
folding inhibition and therefore permits comparison among features within a single protein net-
work and also more generally between proteins. Nonnative contacts and nonnative secondary
structure formation can be quantitatively implicated in inhibiting folding for several of the tested
peptides.
 2.1 Introduction
Theoretical and computational modeling has provided many insights into the remarkable ability
of proteins to rapidly fold from unstructured coils into their native, functional conformations.2,3
Especially for small structured proteins, entire folding processes can be investigated via atom-
istic, equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, where the ability to sample multiple
folding events (with µs simulations) with a transferable force field is an important milestone in
algorithm development and hardware parallelization4–8. When multiple folding events are ob-
served, the underlying kinetics and conformational features that promote structural transitions
and the eventual attainment of the native state can be statistically compared. Such studies reveal
important characteristics of the underlying free energy landscape (FEL), the high-dimensional
surface of hills and valleys that govern the likelihood of structural transitions and the occupancy
probabilities of energetically coherent states, called conformational substates 9,10. For structured
5
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proteins the FEL has been conceptualized as a funnel with a low-energy native ensemble at its
global minimum (where near-native intermediates are kinetic neighbors) and a nonnative ensem-
ble comprised of freely interconverting conformers at some further reaction distance11,12. While
the majority of protein functions are accomplished via the native ensemble, quantifying the struc-
tural and kinetic characteristics of the nonnative ensemble can aid calibration of coarse-grained
polypeptide models13–16 and improve our understanding of folding initiation pathways17,18, pro-
tein misfolding19, protein aggregation20,21, and synergistic folding (i.e., folding in tandem with a
binding partner)22.
Although nonnative ensembles recapitulate several properties of idealized random-coil mod-
els,23,24 they have also been shown to deviate from polymeric predictions in important ways.
Substantial secondary structure can accrue in the nonnative ensemble7,25,26, and these nucleation
locations have been implicated as consistent waypoints in folding pathways27,28. Lindorff-Larson
et al.6 likewise showed that for transition pathways specifically, secondary structure accumulates
before native contacts are formed, a temporal preference that is inconsistent with an idealized
nonnative ensemble. From the kinetic perspective, another surprise is that the nonnative ensem-
ble can be modeled as a hub-like transition map, where interchange between unfolded peptide
geometries is mediated preferentially via the native (hub) ensemble instead of by direct routes29
(but see Ref. 30). The minimally frustrated model of protein folding harmonizes some of these
observations by recognizing that folding is energetically downhill and will thus avoid the enthalpic
frustration of nonnative structure formation31–34. Analogously, we can ask whether the nonna-
tive ensemble is minimally frustrated in a kinetic sense. Does folding proceed sequentially35 from
unfolded to folded substates or are there off-pathway kinetic inhibitors populating the FEL? For
some but not all of our studied peptides, we will see that substantial kinetic traps that retard
folding can be identified.
Computational studies have invoked cartesian, angular, topological, subspace-projection, or
other structural descriptors to identify nonnative conformational states27,36–38, but their potential
impact on folding rates requires additional analysis. To quantify the kinetic contribution to folding
of specific conformational substates, we present here a methodology that (1) permits comparisons
of kinetic inhibition across multiple folding events and between multiple proteins and (2) can query
any proposed structural parameters that may impact folding kinetics. Instead of only specifying
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Figure 2.1: Computing frustration scores, f¯nat, for a model transition network. (A) Each
conformational substate in the nonnative ensemble (1 . . . knn) is colored according to frustration scores,
f¯nat; substate diameters indicate the stationary probability. The native ensemble is represented as
a single green substate. Transition probabilities are shown along observed transitions where values
above the transition path always denote left→right transitions and values beneath the arrow refer
to moving left←right. (B) Computed MFPTs, τnat values, for each nonnative substate to reach the
native ensemble. (C) Procedure for computing f¯nat. Each nonnative substate is removed from the
transition matrix (states i = 1 . . . 4, top to bottom) and transit times for all remaining knn−1 substates
are compared with unperturbed values (left panels: black bars, unperturbed; red, gray, or blue bars,
perturbed). Relative changes in transit times (wedges, right panels) are averaged over remaining
substates to yield f¯nat (dashed lines). These frustration scores are then depicted by the color scale on
the original intact network (A). Substates 1 and 2 have identical MFPTs, whereas f¯nat values indicate
substate 2 is a facilitator and increases folding rates from all other substates by an average of 25%,
while substate 1 is kinetically neutral. Substate 4 is a kinetic trap, slowing all transit times by 30%
on average in the unperturbed network.
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the existence of kinetic traps, hubs, or preferential pathways in MD trajectories, we quantify the
overall kinetic burden, or kinetic frustration, that structural deformations (secondary structure,
tertiary structure, standard RMSD-to-native, or others) effect in protein simulations. In the rest
of this introduction we overview our model’s assumptions, justification for a topological definition
of kinetic frustration, and primary results.
We invoke a kinetic modeling of MD simulation data where a simulation trajectory and its
conformers are represented as (1) sets of clusters, or conformational substates, whose kinetically-
indistinguishable members share conformational features, and (2) transitions, which capture the
observed jumps between substates. Such a network of substates (nodes) and edges, when con-
structed with an appropriate lag-time between sampled trajectory snapshots and clustering cri-
teria, satisfies the properties of a Markov State Model (MSM)39,40. These models are guided by
the motivation to equate conformational transitions with probability flow, enabling multi-step
transition pathways to be associated with a probability and expected duration even if the path
itself was never observed within contiguous trajectory frames. By representing a protein’s FEL
as an evolving finite markov chain, MSMs permit computation of the stationary distribution, the
unique set of substate probabilities that is stable over time. It is then possible to calculate the
expected time for any substate to transition to the assigned native ensemble, i.e. the mean first
passage time (MFPT) or transit time41. MFPT values express temporal expectations for random
walks along the weighted edges of the conformational network42,43. They are robust44,45 and can
be compared to diffusional models of folding46,47 and nanosecond laser T-jump experiments48.
Whereas MFPTs necessarily are a function of two specified endpoints, our concern is only with
those transition paths that terminate at the native ensemble, a convention implicit throughout
this study and indicated by the subscript of MFPT values, τnat. Can these values tell us which
substates are responsible for accelerating or hindering folding? Not directly, but that exact infor-
mation is revealed when substates are theoretically removed from the transition network and the
change in τnat values among the rest of the nonnative ensemble compared. Kinetic frustration,
quantified in frustration scores, f¯nat, captures these changes and quantifies the degree to which
a particular conformational substate state inhibits or facilitates transitions to the native state.
The terms inhibit and facilitate summarize a substate’s topological neighborhood with respect to
the native ensemble: a substate that facilitates folding is highly connected to native or native-like
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substates, whereas a folding inhibitor promotes transitions to non-native regions of the FEL.
Figure 2.2: Native conformations for 10 tested proteins. Peptide and simulation details are provided
in Table 2.1. Proteins are labeled by nickname; PDB accession numbers are shown in parentheses.
MFPTs and frustration scores, f¯nat, are therefore related but, importantly, distill different
information. τnat values reflect expected transit times given the network structure, whereas
frustration scores quantify the impact on the network given the substate of interest. Nodes
which have equal transit times need not share frustration scores, for example (see Figs. 2.1
and 2.6B). Additionally, MFPT values have been shown to be less informative in large graphs
because transition paths quickly ‘forget’ from where they started and as a result only the in-
degree of the target node, and not topological structure, is important49. Frustration scores, our
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preferred centrality measure, are individually computed for all nodes in the nonnative ensemble
by observing changes in τnat values when each is removed from the network model (Fig. 2.1)
50, a
process akin to the eigenvalue estimation problem in matrix perturbation theory51. Observations
obtained by altering the transition network in this way provide a quantitative framework for
understanding its unperturbed behavior. Specifically, each frustration score f¯ inat is interpretable
as the mean percentage change in all transit times from all possible paths as a result of node
i. Substates with f¯nat > 0 are labeled facilitators since folding rates would decrease (i.e., τnat
increase) in their absence; states with f¯nat < 0 are inhibitors, or kinetic traps, in that folding rates
would increase (τnat decrease) if they were to be removed from the conformational landscape. We
thus invoke the concept of kinetic frustration because MFPT values alone cannot elucidate these
causal relationships.
Within our simulation dataset of ten fast-folding proteins, substantial kinetic traps were
observed for four proteins (TRP, BBL, PB, and HMDM) whereas kinetic inhibition was chiefly
absent in the nonnative ensembles of WW, PG, and A3D. The largest frustration scores (most
extreme facilitators) were observed in the WW and PG simulations, and about half of the ten
globular proteins (Table 2.1) presented a noticeable collection of facilitators that appeared to
be topologically distinct from the native ensemble itself. As shown in Fig. 2.6, kinetic traps
were unequally distributed throughout the nonnative ensembles. The transition networks, or
transition maps, did display unique topological features, and we were able to ask to what relative
degree secondary structure, tertiary structure, and nonnativeness (standard RMSD-to-native)
were associated with positive or negative kinetic frustration. We chose these structural parameters
because of their broad interpretability and popularity for monitoring folding progress52,53, but
emphasize that the approach is compatible with any geometric feature that can be computed for
all trajectory frames.
Folding is a conformationally heterogenous process54, but the recognized prevalence of pre-
ferred folding routes55 and transition pathways56 highlights the need for tools linking specific
nonnative substates to folding kinetics. Quantifying these relationships is a legitimate aim in
its own right, but our findings relate to the larger problem of predicting the kinetic impact of
direct perturbations to protein systems. Mutations, small molecule ligands, or solvent conditions
that modulate the populations of conformational substates can influence folding rates or folding
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routes57–59, and quantifying any such changes therefore has applications to pathway inhibition,
aggregation-based diseases, and protein engineering60–63.
Table 2.1: Simulation data. A summary of the proteins and simulations studied, adapted from
Lindorff-Larson et al.6 Data columns indicate sequence length (Nres), total aggregated simulation
duration (ttotal), number of conformational substates (and any substates excised during transition
matrix MLE) (k), Protein Data Bank accession code (residue indices), simulation temperature, number
of folding events (Nf ), number of unfolding events (Nf ), and the native-ensemble RMSD cutoff (rnc).
All figures and tables order proteins according to increasing sequence length. Native conformations
are shown in Fig. 2.2.
Protein name Nres ttotal (µs) k PDB Temp (K) Nf Nu rnc (A˚)
trp-cage (TRP) 20 208 417 2JOF 290 12 12 1.5
BBA 28 325 999− 1 1FME 325 14 14 2.6
villin headpiece (VHP) 35 125 251 2F4K 360 34 34 1.3
WW-domain (WW) 35 1137 2274 2F21 (4–39) 360 12 11 1.4
BBL 47 429 860 2WXC 298 12 11 4.8
protein B (PB) 47 104 208 1PRB (7–53) 340 19 19 3.4
homeodomain (HMDM) 52 327 654 2P6J 360 27 28 3.7
protein G (PG) 56 1155 2310− 2 1MI0 (10–65) 350 12 13 1.2
alpha 3D (A3D) 73 707 1414 2A3D 370 12 12 2.9
lambda repressor (LAMDA) 80 643 1293− 1 1LMB (6–85) 350 10 12 1.9
 2.2 Methods
 2.2.1 MD Simulations
We applied our analysis to ten proteins within a large simulation dataset generated by D. E. Shaw
Research as reported in Ref. 6 and analyzed further elsewhere30,34,64,65. Aggregate simulations of
the ten proteins comprise 5.1ms of total sampling where each protein undergoes at least ten folding
and unfolding events (Table 2.1). The proteins selected for simulation by the original authors were
chosen such that a variety of local and global protein structure would be represented across the
dataset. Additional considerations for the original authors were that the folding rates observed
in the simulation could be compared to those from experiments; this consideration also required
that the simulations use different temperatures for different sequences, from a minimum of 290
K (TRP) to a maximum of 370 K (A3D). We chose this dataset because the simulations (1)
were performed with a consistent forcefield66 and (2) allowed for sampling of multiple folding
and unfolding events. While other large simulation datasets were available, this collection of
trajectories has already been shown to sample reasonably close to the experimentally observed
native states and has also been subjected to kinetic analyses that we can compare with our
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results30. Our analysis here does not require that folding and unfolding events be precisely
defined, but our results on the FEL more generally are unlikely to be statistically useful if they are
derived from simulations that only capture a low number of folding events. Figure 2.4 illustrates
how these folding events are commonly defined. Each trajectory conformer (trajectory frame) is
assigned a native contact value Q:
Q(t) =
Nres∑
i=1
Ni∑
j=1
1
1 + e10(dij(t)−(d
0
ij+1))
Nres∑
i=1
Ni
(2.1)
where i and j are residue indices, Nres is the total number of residues, Ni is the number of
residues in contact with residue i in the native substate (based on a cutoff threshold), dij is
the instantaneous distance between residues i and j, and d0ij is the average interresidue distance
between i and j in the native substate6. Contacts for VHP are shown in Fig. 2.3. Q(t) values range
from 0 (completely denatured) to 1 (completely folded). The resultant Q(t) trace is analyzed for
full traversals of folded/unfolded thresholds Q = 0.9 and Q = 0.1, respectively. Such a trace for
VHP is shown in Fig. 2.4, where folding and unfolding events are indicated by superimposed blue
and red panels. Duration variation of these events for the entire 125 µs simulation is shown in
Fig. 2.5. Although specific folding events are not invoked in subsequent analysis, we emphasize
that our transition networks result from multiple folding occurrences of various duration.
Figure 2.3: Native contacts for VHP. Dashed cyan lines indicate distances dij that are compared
with native distances d0ij in Eqn. 2.1. Yellow, orange, and red backbone regions denote helices 1, 2,
and 3, respectively (see also Fig. 2.10, upper right panel).
Clustering and all subsequent analysis was performed on the Cα coordinates. Snapshots were
recorded every 200 ps. Multiple simulations for the same protein, if present, were concatenated.
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Figure 2.4: Q(t), a reaction coordinate for monitoring folding progress Defined in Eqn. 2.1,
Q(t) is shown for a 125µs molecular dynamics simulation of villin headpiece. Folding and unfolding
events are highlighted by blue and red panels, respectively. Histograms of these durations are given
in Fig. 2.5. Contact maps for all 10 proteins are shown in Fig. 2.9.
Figure 2.5: Duration of folding and unfolding events for VHP.
 2.2.2 Determining conformational substates
To identify conformational substates for each protein, we performed hierarchical clustering with
MSMBuilder267. Trajectories were first subsampled to obtain snapshots every 50ns based on
implied timescales (Fig. 2.7), then clustered into substates using root mean squared distance
(RMSD) and Ward’s algorithm69. Remaining trajectory frames were discarded. The number of
substates, k (see Table 2.1), is a heuristic user parameter that was selected to be approximately
equal to (simulation frames)/1070. This parameter has been shown to have little dependence on
peptide length, Nres
71. The k values chosen here correspond closely to those in Ref. 30. The
transition probability matrix P was then approximated using the MSMBuilder2 maximum like-
lihood estimation (MLE) routine, and substates not included in the estimated matrix (i.e., those
separate from the primary connected component due to being at the termini of trajectories and
isolated during the MLE routine) were excised from subsequent analysis. Connected singletons
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Figure 2.6: Network representations of substates and transitions. (A) Nodes indicate confor-
mational substates determined with RMSD clustering67; node diameters are proportional to substate
probability. The native ensemble, green, was determined by modularity optimization68. White dia-
monds indicate the substate containing the conformation closest to the experimental structure. Black
diamonds indicate the substate containing the native conformation (see Methods). Frustration scores,
f¯nat, are denoted by the color spectrum, centered at f¯nat = 0. Positive scores, blue, indicate substates
that facilitate transition to the native ensemble; negative scores, red, indicate kinetic traps. (B) A
comparison of frustration scores, f¯nat, and transit times, τnat (µs), for nonnative substates in (A).
Color values correspond to frustration scores as in (A). See Table 2.2 and Section 2.3.1 for additional
details.
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(substates with a single member) were retained, however, and constituted 0% of total conform-
ers for BBA, BBL, PB, and TRP and 0.8% − 10% for A3D, HMDM, LAMDA, PG, VHP, and
WW. Distributions of cluster sizes (number of member conformers) and widths (defined as mean
pairwise RMSD of any two substate members), are given in the Appendix (Figs. A.2 and A.8).
As summary, the conformational substates are determined through the geometric property of
structural homogeneity (i.e. RMSD), whereas matrix P is determined by the kinetic property of
transitions observed within the (downsampled) trajectory.
Figure 2.7: Implied Timescales. Ten slowest implied timescales (τk) as a function of lag time
computed from MSMs constructed for each aggregate simulation.
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 2.2.3 Defining the native ensemble
Our network folding model requires a demarcated native state to function as a kinetic endpoint,
i.e., a theoretical absorbing state41 where folding is defined as complete. Selecting the largest con-
formational substate6, the substate closest to the PDB-deposited coordinates, or a hard RMSD
threshold is too restrictive, excluding many substates with ‘native-like’ properties and artificially
increasing theoretical τnat values
72. Instead we chose to designate a native ensemble, or a set
of conformational substates that interconvert more frequently with each other than with outside
substates. Such a graph property is captured by an algorithm called modularity optimization68,
and is particularly suited for this classification task in that it reflects and adapts to the actual
network topology, unlike an RMSD threshold. Modularity optimization proceeds by initially des-
ignating each substate as its own ensemble and then iteratively combining them until only highly
intra-connected ensembles remain, at which point modularity is maximized. For a transition
network, modularity is defined as
W =
1
2m
∑
i,j
[
cij − kikj
2m
]
δ (si, sj) (2.2)
where cij is the number of transitions between substates i and j, ki is the total number of
transitions to substate i, kj is the number of transitions to substate j, 2m is the total transition
count in the network, and δ (si, sj) = 1 when substates i and j reside in the same ensemble s
and 0 otherwise (elsewhere lnn or ln denote total edges among nodes in the nonnative or native
ensembles, respectively). Other formulations for optimizing modularity are possible, including
normalized cut and conductance criteria73. Maximizing W yields multiple ensembles for each
of ten analyzed transition networks, but only one per network will be defined as the native
ensemble. Within each candidate ensemble, five random conformers were sampled from every
constituent substate, and the aggregate number of conformers within a cutoff rnc to the PDB-
deposited native structure were counted and compared with similar counts from the remaining
candidate ensembles. The ensemble with the most conformers under the cutoff was designated
to be the native ensemble, and all its substates, not only those under the cutoff, were included.
All substates not in the native ensemble were defined to be in the nonnative ensemble.
The cutoff itself, rnc, was determined by identifying the RMSD value such that 5% of total
trajectory frames were within rnc A˚ from the PDB-deposited crystal structure (Table 2.1). For 8
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Figure 2.8: RMSD of native and nonnative ensembles to native conformation. All trajec-
tory frames from the native (green) and nonnative (gray) ensembles were aligned to the defined native
conformation. The resulting distribution of deformations (one value per conformer) is depicted as a
boxplot with box limits demarcating the 25th and 75th quartiles and the whiskers showing the total
data range.
of 10 proteins, 100% of the frames with RMSD < rnc were found in the native ensemble; the same
values were 82% for BBA and 93% for BBL. These last two percentages confirm our qualitative
suspicion of ensemble misclassification for these two systems, visible in Fig. 2.6. For BBL there
is a collection of nodes very close to the native ensemble (lower right) that has been classified as
nonnative and represents kinetic traps according to the computed frustration scores. For both
BBL and BBA the landscape topography suggests the native ensemble needs to be slightly more
inclusive. Naturally, other definitions of the native or native ensemble are possible74,75, but the
protocol followed here permits comparison with Ref. 30 and allows us to apply a classification
method without invoking knowledge-based thresholds.
Substates containing the snapshot nearest the experimental native structure were always con-
tained in the assigned native ensemble (Fig. 2.6, white diamonds). The number of substates as-
signed to the native and nonnative ensembles was kn and knn, respectively (Table 2.1). Although
the nonnative ensembles were partitioned variously during iterations of modularity optimization,
the constituent substates of the (eventually-defined) native ensemble were in fact identically pre-
served through all iterations for all proteins. The algorithm converged in seconds for all networks.
Modularity optimization operates exclusively on transitions counts, however we observed that sec-
ondary structure also separated cleanly between the native and nonnative ensembles as a result of
this classification (Fig. 2.10). The identified native ensembles are shown in green in the network
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representations (Fig. 2.6). For purposes of computing RMSD, a native conformation was defined
to be the trajectory snapshot nearest the theoretical mean structure of the entire native ensemble
(Fig. 2.6, black diamonds and Fig. 2.15, tube representations).
 2.2.4 Defining Q(t) and secondary structure
The proportion of native contacts present in any trajectory conformer, Q, is a useful reaction
coordinate for monitoring folding progress76,77 or modeling energy barriers78. It is a degenerate
quantity in that many distinct conformers could map to an identical Q value79,80. We defined
native contacts as those residue pairs whose separation (Cα−Cα) was less than 10 A˚ for at least
65% of the conformers within the native ensemble. Native contacts separated by fewer than 7
amino acids in the primary structure were excluded. We denote the percentage of native contacts
as Qn(t) and the percentage of nonnative contacts as Qnn(t) for some time t.
We quantified the presence of secondary structure in each trajectory frame using Protein Sec-
ondary Element Assignment (P-SEA), which labels every residue as in either an unstructured
coil, alpha helix, beta sheet, or ‘other’ configuration81 (Fig. 2.10). An ‘ideal’ sequence of na-
tive secondary structure assignment was defined as the residue-wise assignment most common
within the native ensemble and termed the structure sequence. The presence of native secondary
structure throughout the simulation was quantified by dividing the number of native-like P-SEA
assignments by the total number of beta sheet and alpha helix assignments within the struc-
ture sequence. This value is denoted Hn(t). Nonnative secondary structure, which captures the
percentage of alpha and beta secondary structure assignment that is unlike that found in the
structure sequence, is denoted Hnn(t).
 2.2.5 Mean first passage times
Having determined the set of substates defining the native state, we next derived the expected
mean first passage time of each nonnative substate to the native ensemble as put forward in Ref.
50 (alternative algorithms for computing transit times are given in Ref. 82). First, we estimated
the symmetric transition probability matrix P from the clustering results using the MSMBuilder2
MLE method to guarantee detailed balance83. This matrix carries jump probabilities for the em-
bedded discrete Markov chain41, but can also be expressed as a rate matrix K that approximates
the continuous time transition rates40.
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Figure 2.9: Temporal and spacial thresholds for defining native contacts. Heat maps
(left columns) show the number of native contacts, pc, defined for a range of interresidue distances,
dc (A˚), and temporal thresholds, tc (proportion of native frames). The black box indicates the selected
threshold pair selected. Gray contours delineate threshold pairs that produce native contacts in the
nonnative ensemble. Resulting contacts per protein are depicted in the contact maps (right columns).
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Figure 2.10: Secondary structure is shown for every trajectory frame used in the clustering and
subsequent analysis. Frames classified as belonging to the nonnative ensemble are shown in panels’
lower portions; native conformers are in the upper divisions. The structure sequence (see Section 2.2.4)
is depicted above the upper x-axis. Lower abscissa labels denote residue indices for each peptide,
starting from 0. Residue-wise secondary structure assignment was performed on Cα coordinates with
P-SEA81.
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For each nonnative substate i we modify K to have zero transition rates to all substates previ-
ously connected to i. We then compute the formal matrix exponentiation e(K0it) for geometrically-
spaced t values (t = 50(1.2r), r ∈ [0, 1, . . . 40]. That is, t ∼ 50ns . . . 74µs ). The fraction of
trajectories, starting at (nonnative) state i, that will arrive at the native ensemble N before time
t is then given by:
PiN =
∑
j∈N
[
eK0it
]
ij
(2.3)
where j indexes substates in the native ensemble. This fraction consistently converged for all
substates (i.e. mini PiN = 0.9964 at tmax out of all proteins). The mean first passage time (see
Fig. 2.16) is then given by
τiN =
∫ ∞
0
dPiN (t)
dt
tdt. (2.4)
The starting state can be revisited before arriving at the target substate in this formulation of
MFPT’s.
 2.2.6 Frustration scores
We then ask how these mean first passage times to the native ensemble, or transit times, change
in response to network perturbation, the removal of a substate in the nonnative ensemble. To
that end, we remove a substate i in the nonnative ensemble from the network and then observe
the percentage change between unperturbed (τjN ) and perturbed (τ
∗
jN ) transit times, in both
cases for all nonnative substates m ∈ [1 . . . knn 6= i] (see Fig. 2.1). That is,
f¯ inat =
100
knn − 1
∑
m6=i
τ∗mN − τmN
τmN
, (2.5)
where the bar thus indicates the average percentage change in transit time over all knn−1 substates
in the nonnative ensemble. Substates in the native ensemble are never removed throughout the
procedure. Any isolates resulting from removing node i were discarded when computing f¯ inat, but
this was rare ( isolatesknn < 0.01 for all proteins except LAMDA,
isolates
knn
= .021). Frustration scores
f¯ inat quantify the kinetic impact, positive or negative, for each nonnative substate i, expressed
as percentages in Fig. 2.11 and Table 2.2. States with positive frustration scores are termed
facilitators; those with negative frustration scores are termed inhibitors or kinetic traps. All
analysis subsequent to clustering was performed in Matlab84. Due to the matrix exponentiation,
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complexity of f¯nat computation is ∼ O(N3), and runtimes were between 4min (PB, knn = 167)
and 20hr (PG, knn = 2248) on a 12-core cluster.
Figure 2.11: Frustration scores. Nonnative substate f¯nat values are shown for all ten proteins.
The number of data points corresponds to the number of substates in the nonnative ensemble, knn
(Table 2.1). Values less than zero indicate a kinetic trap, those above zero indicate a substate that
facilitates transition to the native ensemble. Central red marks indicate the median; box edges are
the 25th and 75th percentiles. See Fig. 2.16 for a comparison with frustration scores of phantom
networks.
 2.2.7 Network representations
Substate transition matrices are usually very sparse, especially in the nonnative ensemble (Ta-
ble 2.2). Most transitions are forbidden due to the involved steric clashes, backbone geometry
restrictions, and repulsive electrostatics. Graph-based visualizations of the FEL thus have in-
terpretive value in conveying only the transitions that do take place as well as the relative sizes
of conformational states85,86. We used Gephi87 to represent each protein’s transition network
(Fig. 2.6). Network layouts were optimized using the Force Atlas algorithm, first allowing and
then penalizing node overlap, in both cases with an inter-node repulsion strength of 200. Edge
weights were scaled according to the transition matrix, specifically 1000 ·K, but are not differen-
tiated visually in the figure. The repulsion force acts between all nodes, whereas node attraction
is relative to connecting edge weight, so unconnected nodes feel zero direct attraction. Node di-
ameters reflect their relative populations, but the smallest node is shown no smaller than 1/30th
the size of the largest node for clarity. Network radial orientation was rooted with the native
ensemble facing east.
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 2.3 Results
Conformational landscapes of the ten proteins can be conveniently depicted as networks of nodes
and edges that illustrate folding properties of each peptide. These representations are shown in
Fig. 2.6A. The native ensembles as defined in Methods are colored green, though the maps’ layouts
themselves were created without pre-knowledge of native or nonnative substate assignments. All
nonnative substates are colored according to their computed f¯nat values.
Table 2.2: Transition network summary statistics. Details of transition networks in Fig. 2.6.
Columns 1-7: parenthetical values denote properties of the native ensemble, all others to the nonnative
ensemble. The range of frustration scores is given in the first two columns. Median substate size refers
to the number of trajectory snapshots clustered into each conformational substate. Substate width
refers to average intra-substate pairwise RMSD. The number of substates classified by modularity
optimization as being in the nonnative (native) ensemble is denoted by knn(kn). Maximum modularity
value, W , for the modularity optimization algorithm utilized (see Methods) is also given. The last
column shows the ratio between (1) total transition edges connecting nonnative and native ensembles
(lnn→n) and (2) the total number of edges in the nonnative ensemble (lnn), expressed as a percentage.
median mean median transition
substate substate neighbors matrix
min f¯nat max f¯nat size width, A˚ per substate knn(kn) density, % W
lnn→n
lnn
TRP -1.8 0.1 7 (11.5) 3.4 (2.6) 14 (12) 387 (30) 3.6 ( 22.3) 0.30 5.74
BBA -0.7 2.2 5 (12) 4.3 (2.9) 8 (16) 905 (93) 1.0 (16.2) 0.42 3.89
VHP -1.6 0.6 7 (9.5) 5.3 (4.6) 13 (16) 207(44) 6.1 (19.3) 0.23 10.23
WW -0.6 3.5 2 (68) 4.7 (1.7) 4 (86) 2067 (207) 0.2 (39.2) 0.46 0.68
BBL -1.6 1.1 7 (15) 6.2 (4.8) 11 (18) 758 (102) 1.5 (12.7) 0.42 8.36
PB -4.2 1.4 5 (21) 7.0 (4.7) 10 (20) 167 (41) 5.8 (39.7) 0.34 6.61
HMDM -1.7 1.1 5 (18) 5.6 (4.0) 8 (29) 517 (137) 1.8 (17.8) 0.44 20.86
PG -0.7 3.3 4 (78) 5.5 (2.5) 6 (27) 2248 (62) 0.4 (37.5) 0.66 0.50
A3D -0.6 2.2 4 (88.5) 8.2 (3.6) 8 (40) 1346 (68) 0.6 (48.5) 0.45 0.51
LAMDA -1.2 2.0 6 (18.5) 6.0 (4.6) 5 (18) 1181 (112) 0.6 (14.7) 0.68 2.25
 2.3.1 Properties of transition networks
Many general phenomenological aspects of protein folding are visible in these abstractions in ad-
dition to features that distinguish the folding behavior of specific polypeptides. The prevalence
of large substates within the highly-interconnected native ensemble (see Table 2.2), for example,
reflects the loss of entropy a folding peptide experiences upon attaining the energetically favor-
able folded conformation (cluster size and widths given in Figs. A.2 and A.8). Secondly, folding
facilitators (blue substates) are as expected mostly proximal to the native ensemble due to being
conformationally very native-like88. It is important not to over-interpret properties of the facil-
itators because the classification between native and nonnative is subjective. Here we invoked
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modularity optimization for the classification task, but by using splitting probabilities89 or other
reaction coordinates we could perhaps reassign some of our facilitator substates into the native
ensemble, or vice versa. However, the topological isolation of the native ensemble, especially for
TRP, WW, PG, A3D, and LAMDA, suggests modularity optimization effectively classifies the
folded and unfolded ensembles without invoking any protein-specific parameters. A particularly
evident separation between the two ensembles characterized the transition maps of WW, PG,
and A3D, all of which had less than one percent of nonnative edges connecting the nonnative and
native ensembles (range for all proteins: 0.5− 20.9%, see lnn→n/lnn in Table 2.2). Higher values
of this measure indicate less homogeneous folding pathways90, most evident in HMDM and PB
transition maps. A fair general statement is therefore that low-entropy bottlenecks are suggested
by the networks of TRP, WW, PG, A3D, and LAMBDA but are harder to identify for BBL, PB,
and HMDM.
Large kinetic traps, transition bottlenecks, and facilitators, among other topological motifs,
are unequally prominent among the networks. Several of the maps depict a nonnative ensemble
of freely interconverting structures that form no apparent energetically-coherent substates (min
f¯nat values for WW, PG, and A3D are −0.6,−0.7, and −0.6, respectively), whereas substantial
kinetic traps characterize the nonnative ensembles of TRP, BBL, PB, and HMDM (min. f¯nat =
−1.8,−1.6,−4.2, and −1.7, Table 2.2). The distribution of frustration scores for each peptide is
shown in Fig. 2.11. We also compared τnat and f¯nat values to corresponding quantities computed
for phantom (i.e. synthesized) networks in Fig. 2.16. The comparison reveals that the degree
distribution inherent to the transition network of each peptide is sufficient input for approximating
τnat and f¯nat in generated networks.
However, a more quantitative analysis is necessary to reveal the specific conformational fea-
tures, or structural parameters, that are responsible for the frustration scores unique to each
protein’s unfolded ensemble. We focus primarily on properties of kinetic traps because facil-
itators inherently border a native/nonnative delineation that is convenient but imposed; any
conformational differences between facilitators and native substates are likely to be subtle with
regard to the structural parameters used here88. We first address clustering properties that could
be thought to cause negative outlier f¯nat values and then discuss the structural features that
indeed correlate with kinetic frustration.
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 2.3.2 Is kinetic frustration a clustering artifact?
As shown in Fig. 2.11, most substates within the nonnative ensemble are kinetically neutral;
their individual presence in the FEL has little impact on the expected transit times of other
substates. Importantly, these substates need not be small or have few constituent conformers.
While substates with substantial positive or negative frustration scores tend to be above average
in size, the converse is not true (Fig. A.2). That kinetic traps, as identified through f¯nat, must
contain a substantial number of conformers reflects our intuition that kinetic traps represent local
energetic minima with stabilizing intramolecular interactions in the nonnative FEL91. Substate
size (i.e. number of members) as a descriptive trait can be contrasted with substate width
(i.e., the mean pairwise RMSD of any two of its members), which provides an approximation of
local entropy. If kinetic traps presented increasing substate width as f¯nat values became more
extreme, we could conclude that f¯nat values are actually artifacts of the clustering step. In
this scenario larger and larger peripheral regions of the configurational state space are unfairly
grouped together during clustering, resulting in artificially exaggerated f¯nat values. We observed,
in contrast, that kinetic traps display decreasing width values, suggesting they represent genuine
local energy minima (Figs. 2.15B and A.8).
 2.3.3 Properties of kinetic traps
Frustration scores directly reflect the transition topology. Having discussed that clusters in our
networks are well-formed, we next investigate conformational causes of this observed topology.
Specifically, are there general structural features that cause kinetic traps92? We selected five
structural parameters that share the desirable properties of normalizability and interpretability
and computed them for all substates (all nonnative and native trajectory frames) in the transition
networks. Definitions for native contacts, Qn, nonnative contacts, Qnn, native secondary structure
Hn, and nonnative secondary structure Hnn are given in Section 2.2.4, and our fifth structural
parameter was standard RMSD (against the native conformation). Figure 2.12 illustrates the re-
lationship between f¯nat and fractional contacts (Qnn or Qn) for all nonnative substates within the
conformational landscape of LAMDA. The relationship observed confirms our expectation that
kinetic traps display more nonnative contacts than the nonnative ensemble in general. The pres-
ence of interresidue contacts, both native and nonnative, is normalized against the corresponding
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Figure 2.12: Structural features in the nonnative ensemble are related to kinetic frustra-
tion. Average intra-substate Qnn (C) and Qn (D) values for LAMDA are plotted against frustration
scores, f¯nat, showing that nonnative contacts are associated with kinetic frustration. Structural pa-
rameter values, Qn and Qnn included, are normalized against the average corresponding values within
the native ensemble. Marker widths are scaled according to substate populations, and error bars
indicate one standard deviation. Dashed lines show normalized average values for the nonnative
(gray) and native (green) ensembles. Cumulative sums, (A) sQnn =
∑f¯i
f¯min
(Qnn − Q¯nn) and (B)
sQn =
∑f¯i
f¯min
(Qn − Q¯n) , (see main text) show the propensity of structural features to be more as-
sociated with negative or positive f¯nat values. When integrated these curves yield the bias values, β,
that allow quantitative comparison between proteins (Fig. 2.14 and Table 2.3). Color values along the
curve correspond to substate color values in Fig. 2.6.
quantity observed in the native ensemble. Mean values for these features are shown with dashed
horizontal lines, gray for the entire nonnative ensemble, green for the entire native ensemble. For
LAMDA, we conclude that the enrichment of nonnative contacts among kinetically frustrated
substates is one hypothesis for the appearance of outlying ‘red’ substates in LAMDA’s transition
network (Fig. 2.6, white arrow).
In normalizing Qn and Qnn against their respective values in the native ensemble, we can
evaluate their correlative relationship to frustration scores and then compare among protein
systems. We thus quantify whether a feature is more enriched among kinetic traps or facilitators
with a bias value
βF = −
∫ f¯maxnat
f¯minnat
f¯ inat∑
f¯minnat
(F − F¯ )df (2.6)
for any feature F with mean value F¯ (within the nonnative ensemble), where f indexes the
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Figure 2.13: Location of major kinetic traps. Conformational substates depicted in structural
ensembles in Fig. 2.15 are colored black.
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ascendingly-sorted f¯nat values. Bias values convey whether feature F is more enriched for negative
or positive f¯nat values (Fig. 2.12 panels A and B), where the negative sign allows us to compare
with standard linear correlation, which we performed with the addition of weighted substate size
(Table 2.3).
Table 2.3: Correlation, ρ, between f¯nat and five structural parameters compared with bias values,
β. Correlation values are weighted according to substate populations93, whereas frustration biases
are non-weighted. Statistically significant β-values are indicated in bold (p < 0.005 according to
permutation test). See also Fig. 2.14.
TRP BBA VHP WW BBL PB HMDM PG A3D LAMDA
ρf¯nat,RMSD -0.00 -0.36 -0.02 -0.29 -0.14 0.02 -0.46 -0.08 -0.30 -0.35
βRMSD 0.01 -0.29 0.04 -0.32 -0.21 0.01 -0.30 -0.18 -0.28 -0.28
ρf¯nat,Hnn 0.02 -0.11 0.05 -0.08 0.01 0.04 -0.04 -0.08 -0.09 -0.21
βHnn -0.02 -0.13 0.14 -0.09 -0.09 -0.03 -0.03 -0.19 -0.12 -0.10
ρf¯nat,Hn -0.00 0.46 0.03 0.40 0.01 -0.21 0.06 -0.01 0.14 -0.08
βHn 0.05 0.39 -0.05 0.39 0.11 -0.00 0.01 0.13 0.14 -0.07
ρf¯nat,Qnn -0.45 -0.16 -0.07 -0.01 -0.31 -0.24 -0.09 -0.14 -0.14 -0.34
βQnn -0.33 -0.13 -0.03 0.00 -0.18 -0.17 -0.05 -0.15 -0.13 -0.28
ρf¯nat,Qn -0.21 0.17 0.13 0.56 -0.01 -0.22 0.30 0.06 0.23 0.16
βQn -0.16 0.15 0.08 0.58 0.16 -0.04 0.21 0.17 0.20 0.16
Bias values for all five structural parameters are presented in Fig. 2.14. Values near zero
indicate the structural parameter is not strongly associated with kinetic frustration. Large posi-
tive or negative values indicate a strong relationship. We performed permutation tests to check
the statistical significance of these bias values (Table 2.3). As we would expect, native sec-
ondary structure and native contacts frequently have positive bias values (TRP βQn is the only
statistically significant exception), indicating that facilitator substates contain many native-like
structural features, whereas kinetic traps do not. Significant nonnative secondary structure bias
values were observed for BBA, PG, A3D, and LAMDA (βHnn = −0.13,−0.19,−0.12, and −0.10
respectively), and significant nonnative contacts bias values were observed for TRP, BBA, BBL,
PG, A3D, LAMDA (βQnn = −0.33,−0.13,−0.18,−0.15,−0.13, and −0.28 respectively). Because
RMSD-to-native is so commonly invoked as a distance for how far a simulation has progressed,
we also computed bias values for RMSD, which were negative and statistically significant for all
proteins except TRP, VHP, and PB. Especially for BBA, WW, BBL, HMDM, and A3D, non-
specific structural deformity, the characteristic summarized by RMSD, appears more associated
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with kinetic frustration than the specific structural features tested. VHP and PB simulations
did not present statistically significant bias values for any structural parameters, perhaps due
to modularity optimization defining the native ensemble too inclusively for these networks, see
Fig. 2.10.
 2.3.4 Visualizing kinetic traps
Conformational ensembles consisting of snapshots from the most kinetically frustrated substates
are shown in Fig. 2.15, rendered with PyMOL94. The five percent of frames that were members of
substates with the most negative frustration scores were aligned to their collective mean structure
and represented as ensembles (topological context shown in Fig. 2.13). Then the native confor-
mation (see Methods) was added, aligned, and shown in a thicker tube representation. These
ensembles illustrate properties of the nonnative ensemble that were suggested by the transition
networks in Fig. 2.6. The diffuse nonnative ensembles of WW, PG, and A3D, for example, have
few stabilizing nonnative interactions, so even their most kinetically frustrated states appear
almost completely unstructured (Fig. 2.15A). In contrast, the nonnative transition maps with
more topological isolation among inhibitor substates, especially BBL and PG, show much more
homogeneity in their respective structural ensembles. BBL’s bias for Qnn was -0.18, suggesting
that the nonnative tertiary structure apparent in the ensemble is responsible for the cluster of
kinetic traps evident in the network (Fig. 2.6 black arrow). The kinetic trap ensemble for TRP
shows that the peptide can get conformationally ‘stuck’ in a nonnative but stabilized geometry.
Although the nonnative configuration in the ensemble and the superimposed native state have
very different backbone geometries, the relative compactness of the former may explain why TRP
presented a statistically significant negative βQn , a property not observed for any other peptide.
Peptides with simple contact topologies have been shown in lattice models to allow more interplay
between native and nonnative contacts95, consistent with our findings on TRP. That stabilizing
interactions generally may be responsible for kinetic traps is suggested by Fig. 2.15B, which shows
that kinetic traps commonly have smaller widths (lower average pairwise RMSD of constituent
members) than the nonnative ensemble.
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Figure 2.14: A comparison of β values for five structural parameters. Frustration bias
values relate structural features to kinetic frustration. Negative values indicate the structural feature
is strongly associated with kinetic frustration, i.e., slowing transition to the native state for that
protein. Positive values indicate the feature is associated with states that facilitate attainment of
the native state. The RMSD distance from the native conformation has the largest negative bias
value for BBA, WW, BBL, HMDM, and A3D. Nonnative contacts have the largest negative biases for
TRP, PB, and LAMDA. Nonnative secondary structure, Hnn, is the most biased structural parameter
only for PG. Some bias values close to zero are not statistically significant (Table 2.3), indicating the
structural parameter has little kinetic impact on folding for that protein. Bars Hnn and Hn and also
Qnn and Qn are shown as overlapped pairs. See also Figs. A.3, A.4, A.5, A.6, and A.7.
 2.4 Discussion
To compare the folding properties of ten protein sequences we have exploited both quantitative
and interpretive aspects of network models of protein folding. Our definition of kinetic frustration
is grounded in graph theoretic principles while being consistent with a qualitative understanding
of kinetic features, such as kinetic traps. Importantly, kinetic frustration looks at changes in
MFPT values rather than raw values which are known to collapse to simple recapitulations of
node in-degree (Fig. A.1)49.
The method thus allows direct comparison between temporal folding behaviors and conforma-
tional features, the latter summarized by five standard structural metrics that were normalized
against their prevalence in the native ensemble. While nonnative intramolecular interactions or
nonnative secondary structure formation have been recognized as contributing factors to misfold-
ing58,97,98 or folding rate reductions99,100, we quantified the influence of these structural malfor-
mations through a normative process that requires no prior domain knowledge of the protein of
interest. Specifically, folding for TRP, VHP, PB, PG and LAMDA was most kinetically frus-
trated by deformations other than that characterized by RMSD, suggestive of stabilizing forces
that trap a folding protein in a semi-structured but nonnative conformation. These details were
resolvable because we chose to perturb individual substates rather than substate collections within
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Figure 2.15: Ensemble representation of kinetic traps compared with native structure.
(A) Representative structures of kinetic traps, also shown in topological context in Fig. 2.13. (B) A
comparison of substate widths (intra-substate pairwise RMSD). Red, substates classified as kinetic
traps; gray, all nonnative substates; green, all native substates.
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Figure 2.16: (A) A comparison of kinetic properties (transit times, top; frustration scores, bottom)
for observed, blue, and phantom (i.e., synthesized), red, kinetic transition networks. Box notches
indicate the median, box edges indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers denote data limits.
(B) Degree distributions of phantom networks. Phantom nonnative ensembles with substate counts
and degree distributions matching those of the observed networks were synthesized with Complex
Networks Package for Matlab96. The resulting transition count matrix was symmetrized and edge
weights were assigned based on corresponding distributions within observed networks. As in Fig. 2.1,
a single substate was then added to represent the entire native ensemble, and edges connecting the
native and nonnative ensembles were introduced in accordance with their prevalence in the observed
networks, c.f. lnn→nlnn in Table 2.2. Native ensemble self transitions were assigned to equate with
total intra-ensemble transitions from the native ensembles in the observed networks. The resulting
transition count matrix then underwent the perturbation process in Methods to yield f¯nat values.
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the transition networks30. Regarding the properties and prevalence of facilitator substates in the
networks, we make few specific claims. While the WW, PG, A3D, and LAMDA networks sug-
gested bottleneck transition states, different native/nonnative ensemble classifications could lead
potentially to different conclusions. For example, it would be interesting to apply transition path
analyses to the facilitators to determine if such substates ‘commit’ to the native and nonnative
ensembles equally101. In contrast, our conclusions regarding the kinetic traps are unlikely to be
overturned by small reclassifications of the native ensemble.
We additionally observed that phantom networks constructed by mimicking bulk topologi-
cal attributes of the observed networks mostly reproduced emergent kinetic properties τnat and
f¯nat (Fig. 2.16). Specifically, the weighted degree distributions and edge distributions from the
observed networks (Table 2.2) were sampled to generate synthetic or phantom networks with
matching characteristics, and a single native substate of equal weight to the entire native en-
semble was then added to the network. Finally, the appropriate number and weight of edges to
connect the nonnative ensemble and the introduced native substate were added such that the
ratio lnn→nlnn from column 9 of Table 2.2 was preserved. That is, the synthetic native ensemble
(a single native substate now) was connected to the synthetic nonnative ensemble in the same
fashion as in the observed networks. Paired box plots in Fig. 2.16A show the distribution of
MFPT times to arrive at the native conformation τnat (top) and frustration scores f¯nat for each
nonnative conformation (bottom) for both real (blue) and phantom (red) networks. Clearly,
the correspondence between extreme values suggests there is a mapping between a given degree
distribution and the range of possible kinetic traps or facilitators given that the neighborhood
topology of the native substate is also preserved. Put another way, the two properties of (1) total
connectivity between native and nonnative ensembles and (2) overall degree distribution appar-
ently are sufficient for fully describing the expected kinetic frustration in the network. These two
properties should not fairly be invoked in a null model since it would be difficult to foresee these
topological characteristics from protein first principles. However, the reproducibility does argue
that kinetic features, even fairly substantial ones, are probably not exclusive to protein transition
networks (see Chapter 3). An additional caveat against over-interpretation is that these boxplots
are not weighted by substate size.
If transition networks directly reflect the kinetic barriers, traps, and pathways caused by con-
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formational fluctuations, as argued, then further topological properties can hopefully be linked
to more nuanced categories of structural deformation. Certainly, subjective concepts such as
misfolded intermediates, unstructured intermediates, and kinetic traps, often invoked in the lit-
erature of misfolding pathologies21,102–104, can especially benefit from this type of quantification
since simulations are increasingly sampling distant or rare FEL regions where these events occur.
 2.5 Conclusion
Finally, we discuss some additional implications of the present work. Whereas certain struc-
tural elements have been implicated in promoting or inhibiting folding for particular protein
sequences105, the method here permits comparison between protein sequences because all of the
descriptive quantities (β, ρ, and f¯nat) are normalized and the method requires no domain knowl-
edge of the studied protein; even the native ensemble classification is performed automatically
with modularity optimization (Section 2.2.3). For purposes of protein engineering, candidate mu-
tant sequences can be simulated and the structural feature most responsible for retarding folding
determined. For example, if a single point mutation induces a substantial change in folding rates
observed in simulation, our method can determine what structural property (helicity, intramolec-
ular contacts, or general disorder (RMSD)) is most responsible. To invoke a comparison to urban
infrastructure, our method can deduce for each city (i.e. protein transition network derived from a
specific peptide/environment simuation) whether the problematic intersections share some com-
mon feature like a median, turn lane, or visual distraction (nonnative helicity, nonnative contacts,
etc.).
Turning to our impact on protein inhibition or drug binding, we remind the reader that
receptor flexibility is now playing a larger role in discovery efforts106. Because docking studies are
computationally demanding, a parsimonious set of receptor poses is desirable, but experimenters
are faced with the important question of how to select this set. The native state is not the
only reasonable choice107. Not only might other poses have higher binding affinity, but kinetic
traps could also be good target poses for non-competitive inhibitors. Our reasoning is that
a conformational state that hinders folding to the functional, pathological state is a natural
candidate for docking efforts to stabilize that state further. Kinetic traps and preferred folding
routes have indeed been identified with landscape visualization techniques and Markov state
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models108, but our framework here permits their kinetic properties to be compared quantifiably,
meaning that candidate binding poses according to this line of reasoning could be suggested
optimally. In the contrasting scenario that a kinetic trap is associated with aggregation of a
therapeutic agent (antibody, etc.), one could evaluate the ability of point mutations to reduce
the kinetic frustration of the trap and promote attainment of the functional, non-agglomerative
native conformation109.
Chapter 3
Faster f-score approximations
Complex network models can provide unique insight into the collective phenomena of many-component systems in physics, biology, and the social sciences. A network science subfield
exists for predicting and understanding kinetic changes in these networks as a result of node or
edge alteration, but the appropriate centrality metric to employ for ranking nodes in a given net-
work and perturbation instance remains an open question. In pursuit of a kinetically-interpretable
centrality score, we discuss the f-score, or frustration score, as a quantification of node impor-
tance. Each f-score value quantifies the role of the selected node in accelerating or retarding
average global transit times to a destination target node. After discussing merits of the f-score
centrality metric, we employ spectral and matrix perturbation theory in order to calculate fast
approximations to the exact values, illustrated by tests on both synthetic and real medium-sized
networks. We report a modest computational improvement (0-400%, network depending) for
networks N > 500 with low average error (< 3%).
 3.1 Introduction
Complicated dynamics that mimic a range of systems from the physical, social, and biologi-
cal sciences can emerge from simple node and edge models110. The basic components encode
probabilistic relationships between pairs of model units and collectively constitute the network
as a closed-system and induce its behavior. Direct probability flow is permitted between con-
nected nodes; the absence of an edge between nodes means probability can travel between them
only indirectly. Despite these minimalistic constituents, such networks can display diverse emer-
gent characteristics and have provided flexible models for disease propagation111,112, neuronal
dynamics113, router communication114, protein folding pathways86, utility grids115, collabora-
tion histories116, protein interaction networks117, and other phenomena at wide-ranging spatial
and temporal scales118–120. Importantly, these systems frequently confront outside intervention
or internal damage whose impact must be predicted or minimized121–125. Quantifying vulner-
ability in the face of targeted or random attacks motivates the more general network science
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question: Which network nodes or edges are ‘important’ or ‘central’ with respect to the entire
graph126–130? This question is open because, as worded by one practitioner, ‘precise translation’
of these terms to a computable metric is required131. In response, spectral techniques and graph
theoretic principles offer comparisons in global network characteristics before and after a node
or edge is altered132,133. One drawback is that such characteristics do not always correspond
to concrete dynamic or physical quantities. Some interpretable network properties commonly
compared between intact and perturbed networks are synchronization134, diffusion135, and re-
laxation rates136. Recently, a raft of other centrality metrics have quantified node importance in
the context of global graph behavior137–139. Some metrics can be combined to improve centrality
predictions140, but many are strongly correlated141,142.
Here we suggest a different kind of centrality metric for scenarios where a network contains a
specific node that is of more interest a priori than others143 (termed a ‘target node’). This concern
may arise given a known resource sink in utility networks, a functional low-energy conformation in
protein folding simulations50,144, or a master server in computer networks145. In these situations
we are not concerned with global network behavior per se but rather how behavior changes
kinetically at the pre-specified target node in response to perturbations (e.g., damage) made
elsewhere. The appropriate centrality metric, which associates a scalar quantity with each non-
target node, should thus be sensitive to this choice of target node. Our proposed centrality
score is now a function of three entities: a user-selected target-node nt, a queried node np whose
centrality value is desired, and a global graph structure H (Fig. 3.1).
Additionally, although centrality is often discussed in the context of traps or hubs30,54, a target
node could very reasonably in fact be less densely connected to the graph (have non-maximal
degree) than other nodes of less interest. As an example, we might ask how the infection risk
faced by a particular individual (target node, nt) with few social contacts changes in response to
vaccination of a second individual (perturbed node, np) with more social contacts. Surprisingly,
such low-degree nodes can sometimes have greater network influence than higher degree nodes146.
In such a case, a useful centrality metric should therefore be sensitive to both local and global
topologies, close social contacts and global disease reservoirs respectively118. What interpretable
metric can quantify the importance of each perturbed node np, vis-a-vis the target node nt, in
light of these requirements?
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Our choice is called an f-score, fnp , and is based on the concept of trapping time, the average
time required to arrive at the target node from any other node (start node) in the network43,143.
Trapping time is the weighted average of mean first passage times (MFPT’s, equivalent to hitting
times 147 or transit times) to nt over every other node. An individual MFPT value itself expresses
the temporal expectation for a random walk starting at one node to arrive at another41. As
opposed to the shortest path distance, a MFPT value τn→m (H) reflects the influence of all possible
paths between nodes n and m in graph H. Whereas MFPT’s necessarily are a function of two
specified endpoints, in this work concern is restricted to those transition paths that terminate at
nt, and trapping time is then the average over all start nodes:
τ¯nt =
1
N − 1
N∑
n6=nt
τn→nt ,
where there are N nodes in the intact network H. We then ask how much this trapping time
changes in response to individual removal of non-target nodes {np} from the network, a kind of
derivative of the trapping time. The resulting quantity for excised node np, denoted f(np, nt,H),
therefore tells us the mean relative change, or frustration, in all MFPT’s to nt as a result of node
np (Fig. 3.1).
Whereas frustration has been invoked in various synchronization contexts148,149, here the
word captures the propensity of a single node to help or hinder transition paths to nt due to
graph topology and not due to any outside intervention. Formally,
f (np, nt,H) = fnp = 100 ∗
 1
N − 2
N∑
n6=nt
τn→nt (Hp)
−
 1
N − 1
N∑
n6=nt
τn→nt (H)

1
N − 1
N∑
n6=nt
τn→nt (H)
, (3.1)
where Hp is identical to H except node np has been excised, so Hp = H \ np. Eqn. 3.1 includes
a scaling coefficient to emphasize that f-scores convey percentages. In summary, this metric
tells use precisely how much all paths to nt are inhibited (fnp < 0) or accelerated (fnp > 0) as
a result of node np in the intact graph H (Fig. 3.1C). Interpretability of this sort is key to a
successful centrality metric150. In the following we first connect spectral theory with MFPT’s
and trapping times and then secondly propose a protocol for approximating f-scores using basic
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matrix perturbation theory that is more efficient than direct matrix inversion methods we know
of. Examples and tests are conducted with synthetic and real datasets, in all cases using sparse,
nonregular, and undirected graphs.
Figure 3.1: Scheme for computing f-scores, f(np, nt,H). (A) Example network H with 22
nodes; node widths indicate total degree sn. Target node nt is shown in white, removed node np in
black; np = 4 left panel, np = 21 right panel. Neighbors of np, denoted Gnp , are indicated with white
dots. (B) A comparison of network properties for np = 4 and np = 21. In intact graph H both nodes
have the same MFPT to nt (τnp→nt); neighbor counts |Gnp \nt|, and total normalized degree snp/s are
also similar. Because of differing topology vis-a-vis nt and contrasting self-loop weights Anpnp , nodes
np = 4 and np = 21 impact graph dynamics differently when removed (f(np, nt,H)). (C) Impact in
MFPT’s to nt when node np is removed. Black bars show MFPTs for intact graph, red bars show
travel times when np = 4 (left) or np = 21 (right) is removed. Horizontal axes cropped for clarity.
 3.2 Methods
For some chosen target node nt in graph H, denominator and subtrahend in Eq. 3.1 need only
be computed once for any desired set of perturbed nodes {np} = Np. Because the topology in H
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is mostly preserved for any single node perturbation, we can therefore exploit spectral properties
of H in order to approximate quickly the first numerator term given that we already know the
second, which has no np dependence. We begin in this direction by introducing nomenclature
relevant to mean first passage times and perturbation theory in the context of complex networks.
Let H = (V,E) be a weighted, undirected graph where V is the set of vertices and E is
the set of edges weights. The vertices or nodes are indexed by n,m ∈ {1 . . . N}, with special
symbols nt for the target node and {ng} = n ∈ Gnp for the perturbed node and neighbors of
the perturbed node, respectively. Nodes that are not neighbors of some node n are denoted G¯n.
The graph laplacian L, an N x N matrix, is defined as L = S − A, where A, the symmetric
adjacency matrix is defined such that Anm = Amn = anm ∈ E is the nonnegative weight of
the edge connecting nodes n and m, and Amm is the weight of self-loops for node m. Because
L contains no information of node self-loops, which are essential for modeling many complex
phenomena, our expressions often require matrix S, whose diagonal carries weighted node degrees,
i.e., Smm = sm =
∑N
n=1 Amn. A column vector of these degrees is denoted as s, and s = s
T1 is
the total edge weight in the network, sometimes called vol(H). Estimating the degree distribution
(Table 3.2) involves the nonweighted degree vector x where xm =
∑N
n=1 (Amn 6= 0). Perturbation
of a single node amounts to decreasing all the node’s edges, including self-transitions by some
relative amount  ∈ [0 1], i.e., Lpnp,np = (1 − ) × Lnpnp with corresponding values decreased
at nodes Gnp so that
∑N
m=1 Lpnm = 0 ∀n. Node removal occurs when  = 1. A perturbation
impacts the adjacency matrix analogously,
Ap = A− (A[np,1:N ] + A[1:N,np]).
Here and elsewhere brackets denote index ranges.
 3.2.1 Mean first passage times, trapping times, and f-scores
With these and a few additional definitions we can compute the pairwise MFPT matrix for all
nodes in a weighted, symmetric network H. First, the ‘fundamental matrix’ Z from Markov chain
literature is defined as
Z = (I− (P−A))−1 , (3.2)
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where P = S−1A is the row-stochastic transition probability matrix and I is the identity matrix.
The traditional expression for computing all pairwise MFPT values then is
M (H) = {τn→m (H)} = (I− Z + EZdiag) D, (3.3)
where Zdiag is equivalent to Z but with vanished off-diagonals, E is a constant matrix of all 1’s,
and D is also diagonal and carries in its diagonal the inverse of the stationary distribution (or
limiting probability): Dnn =
1
αn
, where ~α is the dominant eigenvector of P41. Trapping times
τ¯nt for some target node nt are then computed by averaging over the appropriate column of M:
τ¯nt =
1
N − 1
N∑
m=16=nt
Mm,nt , (3.4)
such that our exact f-score definition (3.1) becomes
f(np, nt,H) = 100 ∗ τ¯nt (Hp)− τ¯nt (H)
τ¯nt (H)
. (3.5)
Even though the adjacency matrix is generally sparse and S being diagonal is cheaply in-
vertible, the inversion in (3.2) produces a dense Z. That is, each desired fnp value requires an
expensive matrix inversion and no dynamic or topological information about H is recycled when
iterating over user-selected {np}. Moreover, non-nt columns of M are left unused despite the
expense of their calculation.
One alternative formulation for τ¯nt that flexibly allows nt to be comprised of an arbitrary set of
target nodes is presented in Ref. 50, but efficiency is still an issue because matrix exponents must
be evaluated multiple times for each np of interest. This approach was employed in Chapter 2.
Thankfully, trapping times τ¯nt can be computed without explicitly calculating individual transit
times τn→nt and averaging over n as in (3.4). Specifically, a spectral formulation presented in
Ref. 151 permits τ¯nt to be expressed via Laplacian eigenvectors u1...N and eigenvalues λ1...N :
τ¯nt =
N
N − 1
N∑
k=2
1
λk
(
su2ntk − untksTuk
)
, (3.6)
where the first eigenpair is excluded because λ1 = 0. A related treatment with adjacency matrix
spectra is also possible43. Equation 3.6 invokes all non-dominant eigenpairs, defined as the
associated quantities {uk, λk} such that Luk = λkuk, where as before L = S−A. Eigenpairs are
indexed by eigenindices j, k ∈ {1 . . . N} and sorted: λ1 = 0 ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2 . . . ≤ λN . Eigenvectors
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Figure 3.2: (Continued on following page)
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Figure 3.2: Visual representation of extreme Laplacian eigenvectors of test network
HYST. High-index eigenvectors (k = N − 5 : N) have very localized ‘density’ at major topological
hubs. Low-index eigenpairs have more dispersed patterns. All eigenvectors are normalized and sum
to zero except u1 which is normalized but has a positive sum: 1
Tu1 > 0. See also Fig. 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Laplacian eigenvectors of test network HYST. Individual elements of each eigen-
vector uk are sorted to illustrate that low index modes are more disparate than high index modes
whose ‘densities’ are more localized. The range of eigenvector elements was [-0.9754,0.9831]; the range
of the colorbar is more limited to emphasize the presence of intermediate values. Eigenindices 468 to
480 are degenerate and have less dispersed ‘density’ patterns (?).
together form the columns of a matrix U ∈ RN×N , where Uk or uk indicates the kth column and
Uij or uij denotes the ith element of the jth column of U.
Across many disciplines, these Laplacian eigenpairs are used to map the topology encoded in
L to an alternate or lower-dimensionality basis (Fig. 3.2), often to facilitate coarse-graining152,153,
clustering154–156, or link prediction tasks157, and many centrality measures and robustness mea-
sures have naturally been formulated from them. For example, one may ask which link or node
removals maximally or minimally impact the algebraic connectivity λ2, or the eigenratio λ2/λN
158,
both of which are summary measures of dynamic synchronization159,160. Spectrum-based cen-
tralities have also been formulated without invoking the concept of node removal at all: the
eigenvector centrality provides direct node rankings by simply comparing elements of the first
non-trivial eigenvector(s)161. One may also examine an individual row of the eigenvector matrix,
i.e. U[np,1...N ], whose elements convey the dynamical importance of node np within each eigen-
frequency131. Most such interpretations of U and λ relate to global behavior over the entire
graph. Part of the appeal of synchronization and eigenvector centrality measures is that only
dominant and/or extreme eigenpairs are required, meaning these centrality values even for very
large graphs are feasible with sparse eigensolvers162,163. Formally, Eqn. 3.6 requires the entire
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spectrum and cannot take advantage of these numerical methods. However, Eqn. 3.6 favorably
permits us to consider each eigenpair separately, and so we associate a symbol τ¯knt with the trap-
ping time contribution of each distinct eigenpair k: τ¯knt =
N
N−1
(
su2ntk − untksTuk
)
such that total
trapping time is their sum: τ¯nt =
N∑
k=2
τ¯knt . The central concept is that the spectra of L and Lp
are closely related and therefore many τ¯knt values will be unchanged upon network perturbation.
That is, given trapping time contributions τ¯knp ∀k 6= 1 for the intact graph H, we can selectively
estimate only those eigenpairs in Hp (and thus only those τ¯
k
np values) that non-negligibly impact
a node’s associated f-score. The other variables in Eqn. 3.6, s and s, are known observables of
Hp. In summary, instead of an exact fnp we compute an estimate f˜np by (1) identifying ‘free’
eigenindices kF that substantially alter total trapping time
∑N
k=2 τ¯
k
nt , and then (2) efficiently
estimating quantities u˜k and λ˜k necessary for Eqn. 3.6.
 3.2.2 Estimating λp and Up
For λ specifically, convenient analytic expressions that determine the exact eigenvalues are possi-
ble in the case that the network presents very controlled structure143,151. With complex networks,
however, alternatives other than dense eigensolvers include approximations164, perturbation the-
ory applied to the intact L, or eigenvalue bounds. In the latter, one can bound the maximum shift
of the perturbed eigenvalues |λ− λp| given the local topology of np 165–167, but in our experience
these bounds are not adequately tight and, besides, eigenvalue perturbation (Eqn. 3.14) is more
accurate and almost as fast. Regardless, it is the estimation of the eigenvectors U˜ that represents
the largest computational expense.
For notational clarity, tildes are assigned to approximate/estimated quantities of the per-
turbed spectrum and subscript or superscript p’s indicate exact quantities or indices. A matrix of
estimated Laplacian eigenvectors is therefore denoted U˜, while dense eigendecomposition would
yield Up given Lp.
Using classical first order perturbation theory, for some eigenpair k:
λ˜k − λk = u
T
k Buk
uTk uk
, (3.7)
where Lp = L+B is the Laplacian of Hp
168. However, in the case that the perturbation impacts
a single node np, meaning all connected edges (and self-loops) are proportionally decreased by ,
the expression can be simplified:
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∆λk

=
λ˜k − λk

= uTkBuk (subscript in uk implied hereafter) (3.8)
=
 ∑
n∈Gnp
un
(
uTBn
)+ unpuTBnp (3.9)
=
 ∑
n∈Gnp
Bnnu
2
n
+ unp (uTBnp − unpBnpnp)+ unp (uTBnp) (3.10)
=
(
−uTdiag(Bnp)u + u2npBnpnp
)
+ u2npnp
(−λ−Bnpnp)+ u2npnp (−λ) (3.11)
= uTdiag(Lnp)u + u
2
np
(−Lnpnp − λ+ Lnpnp − λ) (3.12)
=
(
u.2
)T
Lnp − 2λu2np (3.13)
⇒ λ˜k − λk =  ∗
((
uk.
2
)T
Lnp − 2λku2npk
)
. (3.14)
where the notation
(
.2
)
signifies the element-wise exponent, diag(x) is a zero matrix with x along
its diagonal, and Lnp denotes the npth column of the intact Laplacian. Equation 3.8 lacks the
denominator present in Eqn. 3.7 because proper Laplacian matrices already have normalized
eigenvectors. First-order matrix perturbation is not limited to symmetric matrices or normalized
eigenvectors169, but those properties allow us to make the simplifications that result in Eqn. 3.14
(c.f. Ref. 170 for perturbation of adjacency matrix A).
Likewise, we can also update the eigenvectors using standard perturbation approaches175,176:
u˜k = uk + ∆uk = uk +
N∑
j=16=k
uTj
(
Lp − Iλ˜k
)
uk
λ˜k − λ˜j
uj . (3.15)
In matrix notation the update term for all k ∈ kF becomes
∆U[1:N,kF ] ← U[1:N,kF ]
{
UT[nF ,kF ]
(
Lp[nF ,1:N ]U[1:N,kF ] −U[nF ,kF ] ∗ Iλ˜kF
)
. ∗ Λ[kF ,kF ]
}
, (3.16)
where Λij =
(
λ˜i − λ˜j
)−1
and Λii = 0, i, j ∈ {2 . . . N}. This update step has complexity O(n2),
and updating N eigenvectors of the spectrum costs O(n3). Naively implemented, this would
constitute a profligate linear estimate to the eigenbasis when exact, direct eigensolvers have the
same approximate cost, sparse solvers being cheaper still. In practice, however, the perturbations
here require only the subset kF of the spectrum to be updated for accurate estimates, and the
corrections themselves are small and vanish rapidly (see Fig. 3.9). Higher-order approximations
for λ and U are possible177 but iterative application of first-order estimates trumps these more
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Table 3.1: Dataset summary. Six networks are compared based on node count N , edge count
nnz, permissibility of self-transitions, degree distribution exponent α, algebraic connectivity λ2, and
spectral radius λN . In HA edge weights denote average total daily capacity between airport pairs.
Edge weights in HYST reflect confidence in functional interactions based on aggregated screening
studies. In social network HUC edges denote the symmetrized number of communicated messages.
Networks H1000 and HA are shown in Fig. 3.4; the remaining four networks are shown in Fig. 3.8.
Power law exponent and standard error was estimated as αH = N
[
N∑
m=1
ln
xm
xmin
]−1
and σα =
α−1√
N
,
where x is the vector of unweighted node degrees171. Later in this chapter we also perform tests on
the protein transition networks introduced in Table 2.2.
Name Description N nnz self-loops? α171 λ2 λN
Synthetic networks:
H500 500 1896 yes 2.46± 0.07 5.02 1.41e+4
H1000 1000 4199 yes 2.26± 0.04 17.31 2.37e+4
H2000 2002 9725 yes 2.13± 0.03 34.46 8.20e+4
Real networks:
HA Busiest commercial US airports
172 500 5960 no 1.64± 0.03 0.2 1.4e+05
HYST Yeast protein interactions
173 1890 9464 yes 1.80± 0.02 0.39 1.20e+03
HUC UC Irvine social network
174 1893 27670 no 1.56± 0.01 0.17 809.1
expensive updates in the literature we have encountered175. Additionally, we will show that the
selected eigenpairs are often non-extreme and non-adjacent, and most efficient eigensolvers are
not traditionally amenable to updating simultaneously non-contiguous eigenpairs178. It is for
this reason that we choose to update iteratively U˜ using the method least efficient in traditional
implementation but well-suited to the specific perturbation structure B and stopping criterion
|∆f˜np | < f∗.
 3.2.3 A heuristic for kF
As mentioned, we accelerate Eqn. 3.15 by limiting the summation to selected eigenindices kF . We
identify this set of indices by observing that when a local perturbation is made in a network, some
Laplacian eigenpairs are impacted more than others. Efficient computation of the perturbed spec-
trum should ignore unimpacted eigenpairs, and we can discriminate between eigenpairs further
by considering only those whose contributions to trapping time at nt change substantially upon
the perturbation, that is |∆τknt | > τ∗0 . In order to effectively classify eigenpairs into a ‘free’ class,
kF and a ‘locked’ class, kL, we need a heuristic for |∆˜τknt | that avoids direct eigendecomposition.
Our choice is
|∆˜τ¯knt | = ˜¯τknt (Hp)− τ¯knt (H) (3.17)
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Figure 3.4: F-scores for H1000 and HA. A representative target node (green) for each network was
selected and f-scores for all other nodes were computed and shown by colorscale. Node widths reflect
total edge weight including self-loops for each node, and the spatial arrangement results from the
Gephi Force Atlas algorithm87 (left), or geographical location (right). Edge weights are not depicted.
(Right) Most major airports are densely connected throughout the network and by their presence
retard average transit times of a random walk to nt, Denver International Airport. One major airport,
Miami’s, however, has a substantial positive f-score, meaning average MFPT’s to Denver would in fact
drop by 10.3% if MIA were removed from the network179. F-score ranges were −3.8 to 12.3 (H1000)
and −8.0 to 10.3 (HA). Visualizations for remaining test networks are in Fig. 3.8.
where
˜¯τknt =
1
λ˜k
(
N
N − 1
)(
spu˜
2
ntk − sTp u˜ku˜nt,k
)
. (3.18)
Vector u˜k is a column of U˜, itself equal to U with the exception of rows corresponding to the
perturbed node np and its neighbors Gnp . Specifically,
U˜[{np∪ng},1:N ] = U[{np∪ng},1:N ] − 2
(
Lp[{np∪ng},1:N ] ∗U−U[{np∪ng},1:N ] ∗ I
~˜
λ
)
. (3.19)
Changes in the elements of the approximation vectors U˜ correspond to the gradient of the Rayleigh
quotient51 evaluated only at np and Gnp since the gradient at all other nodes will be negligible.
Tildes over returned values emphasize that Eqns. 3.18 and 3.19 are not exact and simply provide
a convenient heuristic for selecting the initial free eigenindices:
kF = find
k
(
|∆˜τ¯knt | > τ¯∗
)
. (3.20)
Intuitively, Eqn. 3.19 tells us about the impact of the perturbation given (i) the graph H and
(ii) the perturbed node np, whereas Eqn. 3.18 tells us about the impact of the perturbation given
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all three involved entities: graph H, node np, and target node nt. Together, the expressions
reveal which k eigenindices give rise to large predicted |∆τ¯k| values. We only employ this routine
at iter = 0, before vectors UkF have been updated with linear estimate Eqn. 3.15. Subsequently,
provided with U˜iter>0, we can utilize the observed changes in trapping time contributions |τ¯knt | to
select kF for the next iteration.
 3.2.4 Degenerate eigenvalues
The denominator in Eqn. 3.15 suggests that problems with the update expressions will occur if
our network contains degenerate, or duplicate, eigenvalues. Even for fully connected, non-regular
networks, this issue can arise if there are some regularities in the graph structure. To illustrate,
Fig. 3.5 shows the gap between eigenvalue pairs for the six networks we consider. It is apparent
that networks HYST and HUC have degenerate regions of their spectra that will cause ‘blowups’
if we use standard perturbation theory. We can manage this issue with only a small efficiency
penalty.
Following the notation in Ref. 175 let βd and µd be the respective eigenvectors and eigenvalues
of the M by M matrix UTdLpUd where Ud is the N ×M < N column matrix of the degenerate
modes in U. Then u˜k∈d =
∑
j=d βjkuj and λ˜k∈d = µd. The degenerate eigenvector u˜k∈d is
further updated with Eqn. 3.15 where eigenindices d are excluded from the sum, thereby avoiding
a vanishing denominator. In summary, these degenerate eigenpairs are solved using brute force
eigensolvers while the rest of the spectrum can take advantage of the perturbation strategy.
 3.2.5 Methods Summary
Our protocol works by perturbing node np by a small amount  ∼ 10e−4 and iteratively cor-
recting eigenvectors U from the intact graph H to approximate the basis of the altered graph,
Hp. However, we choose to update only vectors that make significant (> τ
∗) contribution to
the trapping time, τ¯nt , given the user-chosen target node nt. That is, we choose to permit
small non-orthogonalities in the updated spectrum as long as the estimated f-score f˜np stabilizes.
Specifically, at each iteration the set of vectors that gets updated is denoted kF ⊂ {2 . . . N}
(subscript F for ‘free’), and this set is guaranteed to be non-increasing with each iteration (see
Section 3.3.1). Those eigenvectors that are already converged are called ‘locked’ and denoted kL
such that kL ∩ kF = ∅. Moreover, when iter = 0, most eigenvector elements do not change, so we
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Fast f-score estimation
INPUT: Laplacians L and Lp, target node index nt, and perturbed node indices Np
OUTPUT: f˜ (np, nt) ∀np ∈ {Np}.
1: (U0, λ)← eig (L) . Direct eigendecomposition
2: U← U0
3: τ¯knt ←
(
N
N−1
)(
su2knt
−(sTuk)uknt
λk
)
∀k 6= 1
Predict free/locked modes, kF , kL, by estimating ∆τ¯
k
nt
4: for np ∈ Np do
5: U[np∪ng ,2:N ] ← U[np∪ng ,2:N ] −∇r
(
U[np∪ng ,2:N ]
)
. see Eqn. 3.19
6: Uk = Uk/‖Uk‖ . Normalize all columns of U
7: ∆˜τ¯knt ←
(
N
N − 1
)(
spu
2
knt
− (sTp uk)uknt
λk
)
− τ¯knt , ∀k 6= 1
8: kF ← find
k
(
|∆˜τ¯knt | > τ¯∗
)
, kL ← {2 . . . N} \ kF . Select free/locked eigenpairs
Estimate perturbed eigenvalues
9: Select  ∼ 10−4
10: U← U0
11: λ˜k ← k +  ∗
((
Uk.
2
)T
Lnp − 2λku2kk
)
∀k 6= 1
12: Generate matrix of update weights: Λij =
(
λ˜i − λ˜j
)−1
, Λii = 0, i, j ∈ {2 . . . N}
Update U iteratively until f˜(np, nt) converges
13: iter← 0
14: Store free node indices: nF = {np ∪ ng} . only np and neighborhood eligible for update
15: while converged == 0 do . Begin iteration for f˜np
16: ∆U[1:N,kF ] ← U[1:N,kF ]
{
UT[nF ,kF ]
(
Lp[nF ,1:N ]U[1:N,kF ] −U[nF ,kF ] ∗ Iλ˜kF
)
. ∗ Λ[kF ,kF ]
}
. see Eqn. 3.15
17: U˜← U + ∆U
18: ˜¯τknt ←
(
N
N − 1
)(
spu˜
2
knt
− (sTp u˜k) u˜knt
λ˜k
)
, ∀k ∈ kF . Compute updated ˜¯τknt
19: f˜iter(np, nt)← (1/) ∗
∑N
k=2
˜¯τk −∑Nk=2 τ¯k∑N
k=2 τ¯
k
. Estimate new fnp
20: converged←
∣∣∣f˜iter − f˜iter−1∣∣∣ / ∣∣∣f˜iter−1∣∣∣ < f∗
21: if !converged then
22: kF ← find
(
|∆˜τ¯kFnt | > τ¯∗
)
23: nF ← {1 . . . N} . All nodes now eligible for update
24: U← U˜
25: iter← iter + 1
26: end if
27: end while
28: end for
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Figure 3.5: Eigenvalue spacing for all test networks. Eigenvalues λk, k > 0 for intact networks
are sorted ascendingly and their differences plotted as log(λk+1 − λk). Degenerate eigenvalues are
present in HYST (yellow) and HUC (gray). In tests we selected a ‘degenerate threshold’ ∆λ
∗ = 0.00001.
For comparison log(0.00001) ≈ −11.5.
can restrict the update to elements corresponding to nF , that is, ‘free’ elements row-wise of the
current eigenvectors U. In subsequent iterations, when iter > 0, nF = {1 . . . N}. Boxed pseu-
docode is given in Fast f-score estimation. All computations were performed with Matlab84
on an eight core desktop computer with Intel Core i7-4770 CPUs @ 3.40GHz, 256K L2 cache; the
operating system was Ubuntu 14.04.2. Network visualizations were produced with Gephi87 as in
Sec. 2.2.7.
 3.3 Numerical Results
We tested our algorithm on six small to medium networks, both synthesized and naturally occur-
ring (Table 3.2). Symmetric synthesized networks H500, H1000, and H2000 were first generated
with Complex Networks96 and then self and non-self weights were assigned randomly to existing
edges. Visualizations for H1000 and HA are provided in Fig. 3.4. To illustrate the relationship
between (i) the free eigenspectrum kF and (ii) f-score predictions as the algorithm progresses for
the synthetic networks, we randomly chose a nt in each synthetic network and charted algorithm
execution for multiple representative nodes {np} (Fig. 3.6). Specifically, convergence properties
for one example node np are shown in red while selected np generally are denoted with black
(np ∈ Gnt) or gray (np ∈ G¯nt) curves (panels B and C). Iterations for a single representative
perturbed node in H500 is shown in Fig. 3.9. Qualitatively, convergence behavior was shared
among the three networks. We observed that the size of the free eigenspectrum |kF | decreases
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Figure 3.6: The number of free eigenindices |kF | decreases each iteration. (A) Free
eigenindices per iteration are shown; H500 (left col.), H1000 (center col.), H2000 (right col.). (B)
Convergence of kF shown for all neighbors of selected nt ∈ H, values for representative np from row
(A) shown in red. Vertical axis gives proportion of total spectrum. (C) Absolute accuracy of f˜ at
each iteration. Dashed lines show accuracy change with only eigenvalue update λ˜. Red curves as in
(B). Algorithm terminates when f˜ changes by less than f∗.
quasi-linearly each iteration (Fig. 3.6B) given a selection threshold of τ∗ = 0.995 and also that f˜
convergence is attained within three iterations for H500 and H1000 and four iterations for H2000
(Fig. 3.6C).
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Figure 3.7: Both perturbed eigenvalues and eigenvectors must be estimated for accurate
f-score prediction. (A) F-score scatter plot for representative target node nt = 492 in graph
H500: vertical axis is the exact f-score (f), horizontal axis is the predicted f-score (f˜) for all nodes
np 6= nt ∈ H500. Diamonds denote neighbors of nt (Gnt), dots foreigners (nG¯nt ). (B) Estimated
f-scores f˜ computed from intact, unperturbed eigenvectors U0 and estimated eigenvalues (λ˜); axes as
in (A). (C) The distribution of prediction accuracy for all target nodes in H500; accuracy over only
neighbors of each nt is labeled ρG, accuracy for foreigners of each nt is labeled ρG¯, and correlation
over all perturbed nodes is labeled as ρ. Box limits indicate upper and lower quartiles; whiskers show
complete data range.
The free eigenpairs were distributed throughout the spectra, consistent with our claim that
changes in trapping time cannot be fully recovered by extreme eigenpairs alone. Some pairs
remain free through several iterations, but only free eigenpairs can remain free. Once locked
an eigenpair will not be updated further. Even though |kF | apparently decreases, it is not the
case that estimated f-scores likewise converge monotonically toward the true fnp , and in fact
they often get worse during the first iteration, iter = 0 (Fig. 3.6C). That is, a single iteration
of eigenvector update Eqn. 3.15 often produces worse f predictions than scores estimated with
only approximated eigenvalues (D, dashed lines). This illustrates that transit/trapping times are
many-to-one indirect functions of the spectrum; the objective formally being minimized in (3.15)
and pseudocode line 16 is not f˜ but the gradient of the Rayleigh quotient (at nodes nF ). Conse-
quently, as free eigenpairs adjust to the graph structure in Hp our estimates f˜ can temporarily
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Figure 3.8: Network visualizations for H500, H2000, HYST, and HUC. All nodes are colored gray
except those target nodes nt which were tested for accuracy and efficiency in Fig. 3.10, here colored
green. The visualization procedure followed the protocol in Sec. 2.2.7.
suffer. However, as kF diminishes and trapping time contributions τ¯
k stabilize the predicted
f-score f˜ generally approaches the true value. A final prediction error |f − f˜iter>0| worse than
starting prediction error |f− f˜iter=0| suggests either (i) a failed kF selection heuristic (pseudocode
lines 4-8) or (ii) overly permissive convergence thresholds f∗ and τ∗.
When altering a physical network such that nt trapping times are impacted, f-score accuracy
rather than eigenvector convergence is the more relevant statistic. While f-scores are often close
to zero for low-degree nodes distant from nt, nodes that are first and second degree neighbors of
nt often have appreciable fnp values. Figure 3.7 shows predicted and exact f-scores for neighbor
and selected non-neighbor nodes of nt = 2 ∈ H500. In the upper panels direct neighbors of nt
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Figure 3.9: (Continued on following page)
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Figure 3.9: Visualization for f˜(nt = 498, np = 438,H500) estimation over three iterations.
(B) F-score estimate f˜ , black. True value, f , shown as dashed blue line. (C) Eigenvector update
∆U (Eqn. 3.15, Algorithm line 16); rows are nodes (n), columns are eigenindices (k). Black squares
indicate free eigenindices kF (Eqn. 3.20). (D) Magnitudes of eigenvector update displayed at each node
n, ‖∆U[n,1:N ]‖2. Only a subset of H500 is shown to illustrate changes in relative update magnitude.
Target node nt = 498, green; perturbed node np = 438, black. The magnitude of the updates decreases
approximately two orders of magnitude each iteration. (E) Error of predicted eigenvalues, λ˜−λp. (F)
Aggregate runtime. (A) Pre-procedure eigenvalue error, λp − λ0.
are designated with diamonds while non-neighbors are filled circles. The upper panels illustrate
that accurate λp values cannot produce good f˜ values if U0 is left uncorrected. Throughout we
will use this linear correlation as an accuracy measure: ρGnt for neighbors of nt, ρG¯nt for non-
neighbors of nt, and ρ for the combined set of both neighbors and non-neighbors of nt. Correlation
accuracy was tested by individually treating every node n ∈ H500 as a target node nt, and for the
other networks test nt nodes were selected uniformly across the degree distribution (Figs. 3.7C
and 3.10A).
 3.3.1 Algorithm thresholds
There are two user selected parameters that control the trade-off between speed and accuracy
within the procedure. The first, τ∗iter controls whether a given eigenvector Uk∈kF (1) remains in
kF after an iterative update or (2) gets moved into the set of locked eigenvectors kL. Presently,
τ¯∗iter>0 is set so that kF after each iteration includes those eigenvectors that contribute 99.5%
percent of the total change in τ . Iteration histories of |kF | are shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.9.
The second user parameter determines when the algorithm terminates . Once f˜np stabilizes,
changing less than f∗ per iteration, the algorithm terminates. A threshold of f∗ = 0.01 generally
produces good accuracy correlations (Fig. 3.7).
 3.4 Discussion
Several theoretical challenges remain for elucidating the behavior of complex networks. A first
might be to understand the exact physical or dynamical significance of their graph spectra180 in
different modeling contexts. One general interpretation in this direction is from Van Mieghem:
squared elements of each row vector U[np,1:N ] quantify the impact of removing node np from the
network at eigenfrequencies 1 . . . N 131. At least for Markov-type networks that evolve temporally,
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Figure 3.10: F-score accuracy and efficiency. Results for synthetic (left column) and real (right
column) networks. Horizontal axes in all panels indicate the weighted degree of nt as a percentage of
the maximally-weighted node, max
nt
snt∈H. Target nodes nt were selected by binning all nodes into 20
equal bins according to degree and then randomly selecting 10 nt nodes equally spaced across nonempty
bins. (A) Accuracy as determined by correlation of predicted f-scores, f˜ , with ground truth f-scores,
f . (B) Normalized root mean squared error. (C) Run-time improvement against direct method, where
whiskers show maximum and minimum values. (D) Weighted degree distributions. Colors indicate
network selection; see Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.11 for results summary by network. Average runtimes for
a single np, in seconds, were: 0.08 (H500), 0.64 (H1000), 3.48 (H2000), 0.47 (HA), 1.06 (HYST), and
1.43 (HUC).
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Table 3.2: Accuracy and efficiency of predicted f-scores. Algorithm accuracy evaluated with
correlation ρ, Spearman rank correlation ρs, and root mean squared error normalized by the range
of exact scores, NRMSE. As controls we also show accuracies for f-score estimates derived without
eigenvector updates, NRMSEλ˜,U0 and those derived from the intact spectrum, NRMSEλ0,U0 . When
present the overline indicates weighted average over all tested nt’s, i.e., all values in Fig. 3.10B. The
NRMSE values are also compared in Fig. 3.11. Standard deviation of the accuracy values are provided
in Table A.1. Some np nodes are tested more than once with different target nodes nt, so total np
count can exceed the network size. The lower ten rows show results for the protein folding networks
discussed in Chapter 2. Protein folding networks are ordered according to increasing N = Total np+1
in order to show the general trend in efficiency.
Total nt Total np ρ ρs NRMSEλ˜,U˜ NRMSEλ˜,U0 NRMSEλ0,U0 Avg. speedup
H500 10 607 0.99 0.98 0.027 0.181 0.192 1.05
H1000 10 837 0.99 0.98 0.026 0.173 0.200 1.82
H2000 10 1880 0.99 0.99 0.021 0.108 0.144 3.38
HA 10 880 0.99 0.99 0.012 0.102 0.109 1.28
HYST 10 550 1.00 0.99 0.009 0.174 0.234 4.27
HUC 10 1117 0.99 0.97 0.016 0.096 0.127 2.83
NRMSEλ˜,U˜ NRMSEλ˜,U0 NRMSEλ0,U0
HPB 1 167 1.00 1.00 0.007 0.036 0.140 0.48
HVHP 1 207 1.00 1.00 0.012 0.045 0.238 0.60
HTRP 1 387 1.00 1.00 0.004 0.014 0.157 0.82
HHMDM 1 517 1.00 0.99 0.009 0.130 0.120 0.97
HBBL 1 758 1.00 1.00 0.005 0.034 0.084 1.23
HBBA 1 905 0.99 1.00 0.017 0.057 0.108 1.04
HLAMDA 1 1181 1.00 1.00 0.002 0.051 0.074 1.72
HA3D 1 1346 1.00 1.00 0.001 0.039 0.099 1.46
HWW 1 2067 1.00 0.99 0.001 0.059 0.076 1.02
HPG 1 2248 1.00 1.00 0.001 0.021 0.049 1.13
we think this interpretation can be better reified by invoking mean first passage times. Indeed,
Eqn. 3.6 formulates this same element-squared row vector into a convenient quantity τ¯nt where we
do not need to inspect individual eigenfrequencies in order to assess the topological importance of
np. That is, individual elements of U[np,1:N ] may increase or decrease upon network perturbation,
but we can always interpret an f-score to signify that node np helps (fnp > 0) or hinders (fnp < 0)
graph transitions to nt. Interestingly, these small transit time changes manifest themselves in
various and discontiguous regions of the Laplacian spectrum (Fig. 3.6), precluding use of many
traditional eigensolvers or methods limited to extreme or connected eigenpairs181–183.
Our primary focus has been to show that, algorithmically, careful selection of eigenpairs
kF can produce a less expensive approximation f˜(np, nt) that avoids the fundamental matrix
Z. This selection cannot be made by comparing the intact and perturbed spectra (since it
would require directly computing the latter), but we can guess that nodes with large Rayleigh
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of f-score accuracy. Normalized root mean squared error for f-scores
generated with (1) the intact spectrum, NRMSEλ0,U0 (violet), (2) updated eigenvalues but intact
eigenvectors, NRMSEλ˜,U0 (orange), and (3) both updated eigenvalues and eigenvectors, NRMSEλ˜,U˜
(green). (A) Six test networks. Error bars indicate ±σ. The overline in NRMSD indicates weighted
average over all tested nt’s, i.e., all values in Fig. 3.10B. (B) Protein folding networks from Chap. 2.
Target node nt for each network is the entire native ensemble from Fig. 2.6.
quotient gradients (Alg. line 5) reveal those eigenpairs which will move substantially upon node
perturbation (kF ) and which will remain approximately stationary (kL). Iterative application
of first-order perturbation theory to both λ˜ and U˜ for only this selected subspace then reveals
an approximate updated spectrum (and updated τ¯nt) faster than dense eigendecomposition. At
least with our tested system specifications, networks larger than N = 500 generally experience
a speedup; this threshold could relate to L2 cache availability184. It is important to emphasize
that MFPT’s can be variously formulated and other approximations for τ and by extension fnp
that do not invoke spectral theory could also be compared185–187.
Because f-scores are usually linear functions of the perturbation magnitude  ∈ [0, 1], it is not
necessary to completely remove node np from the graph and problematically decrement the rank
of U in order to estimate fnp . Instead, we chose a very small  so that the eigenvector shifts are
small and linear estimates are accurate. This approach has the additional advantage that nodes
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are never disconnected from the primary graph component when a bottleneck node is perturbed.
In these situations the f-score cannot fairly be viewed as the change in transit times were np to
be removed since some paths to nt would become impossible. The interpretation in these cases
should be that fnp represents changes in transit times were np to be almost completely removed
from the network.
If a second network science challenge is to understand dynamically what happens to networks
when they are altered158,188,189, then f-scores perhaps contribute here as well; it is often behavior
at some target node that is more important than global properties across a whole graph, and
f-score values reveal exactly that. Though many networks in the biological and social sciences
surpass in size those considered here, simple coarse-graining methods152 can be applied so that
the resultant network is amenable to our method.
Chapter 4
Auto-regressive models of protein
motions
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have dramatically improved the atomistic under-standing of protein motions, energetics, and function. These growing data sets have ne-
cessitated a corresponding emphasis on trajectory analysis methods for characterizing simulation
data, particularly since functional protein motions and transitions are often rare and/or intricate
events. Observing that such events give rise to long-tailed spatial distributions, we recently devel-
oped a higher-order statistics based dimensionality reduction method, called quasi-anharmonic
analysis (QAA), for identifying biophysically-relevant reaction coordinates and substates within
MD simulations. Further characterization of conformation space should consider the temporal
dynamics specific to each identified substate. Our model uses hierarchical clustering to learn
energetically coherent substates and dynamic modes of motion from a 0.5µs ubiqutin simulation.
Autoregressive (AR) modeling within and between states enables a compact and generative de-
scription of the conformational landscape as it relates to functional transitions between binding
poses. Lacking a predictive component, QAA is extended here within a general autoregressive
(AR) model appreciative of the trajectory’s temporal dependencies and the specific, local dy-
namics accessible to a protein within identified energy wells. These metastable states and their
transition rates are extracted within a QAA-derived subspace using hierarchical Markov cluster-
ing to provide parameter sets for the second-order AR model. We show the learned model can
be extrapolated to synthesize trajectories of arbitrary length.
 4.1 Introduction
Conformational changes in proteins constitute the underlying behavior of cellular regulation. As
part of regulating cellular homeostasis, proteins perform a number of functions through native
fluctuations at multiple length- and timescales. A variety of experimental techniques have il-
luminated the linkage between protein dynamics and function; however, resolving the precise
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spatio-temporal relationships in protein motions which confer biological function remains a long-
standing challenge in protein biochemistry190.
Governing the protein’s rich conformational space is a high-dimensional energy landscape with
multiple hills and valleys 9,10. To characterize this energy surface, theoretical and computational
modeling of protein dynamics have been widely used, as have Molecular dynamics (MD) and
Monte Carlo techniques to provide atomistic insights into protein fluctuation. These techniques
are now being extensively used to investigate various biophysical and biochemical processes in-
cluding protein-ligand binding191, protein folding 29,192 and enzyme catalysis193.
As the timescales accessible to all-atom MD (and other coarse-grained approaches) continue
to reach the microsecond and millisecond timescales, the data generated from such simulations
can potentially reach O(petabytes). The availability of large data-sets that cover the native-state
dynamics and folding and unfolding pathways of the entire foldome, called Dynameomics194, has
allowed scientists to simulate over 2,000 proteins with a combined timescale of 340 µs. Projects
such as Folding@home195 have also accelerated the availability of large data-sets of protein fold-
ing trajectories as have specialized hardware, such as Anton196, field-programmable gate-arrays
(FPGA)197, and GPUs198.
The availability of such data-sets, while useful, has created new challenges in (a) extracting
low-dimensional, biophysically relevant coordinates that elucidate how the protein functions (for
example, how a protein recognizes its binding partner), (b) separating the landscape spanned
by the simulations (or even groups of simulations) into a coherent set of conformational sub-
states, (c) quantifying the intrinsic structural and dynamical properties within a substate and
finally, (d) determining transition rates between these conformational substates. Indeed, impor-
tant dynamical phenomena within simulated trajectories must be extracted from an enormous
quantity of non-specific, ambient fluctuations. Clustering techniques for mining this noisy con-
formational space often use structural similarity measures, such as root-mean square deviation
(RMSD) which quantifies an average value of structural deviation. However, functional motions
need not elicit large global RMSD values; indeed, localized protein regions commonly exhibit
small but important flexibility.
These observations motivated us to examine the statistical nature of atomic fluctuations from
long timescale simulations199,200. Our studies across multiple simulations (and multiple force-
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fields) reveal that functionally relevant motions generally occur rarely. These events are reflected
in higher-order correlations, manifested in long-tailed spatial (fluctuation) distributions201. Tech-
niques reliant on second-order statistics (variance) are poorly suited to resolve such higher-order
correlations in the data, and we have observed that linear orthogonal bases (as in principal com-
ponent analysis202) poorly describe some energy landscapes. Thus, the current frameworks to
analyze long timescale trajectories do not guarantee that identified substates are correlated with
biophysically relevant events.
We put forward a low-dimensional representation of protein motions at long timescales using
a novel technique, quasi-anharmonic analysis (QAA)203. QAA partitions the conformational
landscape using fourth-order spatial -fluctuation statistics and detects substates with energetic
coherence. Each region contains conformers that show similarity with respect to biophysically
relevant order parameters. The insights gained from QAA were effectively used to resolve higher-
order dependencies in spatial fluctuations in the context of molecular recognition and enzyme
catalysis.
While QAA effectively captures spatial correlations, it lacks a stochastic model of the under-
lying dynamics and substate transitions. To address this shortcoming, we build auto-regressive
(AR) models to both encode local protein dynamics accessible within energetically coherent sub-
states and permit transitions between connected regions in the landscape. We call this method the
quasi-anharmonic auto-regressive model (QAARM). Within a QAA-derived subspace, metastable
states and their transition rates are extracted using hierarchical Markov clustering which provides
parameter sets for the second-order AR model. We show that the learned AR model can be ex-
trapolated to synthesize trajectories of arbitrary length. We exploit the time-invariant statistical
regularities within protein motions to investigate equilibrium fluctuations of ubiquitin, a widely
studied protein involved in the proteosomal degradation pathway. We show that QAARM can
extract and synthesize pathways by which ubiquitin adapts its binding surface to recognize a
variety of substrates.
 4.2 Related Work
Previous studies have focused on the use of auto-regressive models in the frequency domain to
understand memory functions in MD simulations204. The approach has been used to interpret
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quasi-elastic neutron scattering experiments205 and to accelerate MD simulations206. Using prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA),207 pursued time-series analysis of MD simulations208–210 to
hierarchically describe the energy landscape and analyze explicit solvent effects on protein dy-
namics. However, PCA-based representations and their extensions are limited in their description
of the conformational landscape 211,212 due to assumed Gaussian fluctuations, and hence such
approaches may not sufficiently describe conformational diversity213,214.
More recent kinetic modeling, based on Markov state models (MSM), can describe the kinetics
associated with protein folding29,40,215
MSMs commonly use RMSD values to first cluster simulation conformations into kinetically
accessible micro-states and then iteratively merge these micro-states into several macro-states.
MSMs can provide insights into macro-state dwell times (residence time) and can characterize
mean first passage times. However, structure-based clustering need not result in energetically
coherent substates. Our complementary but generative approach here explicitly pursues energet-
ically coherent substates clusters which correspond intuitively to separated energy wells. Chiang
et al., in Ref. 39, developed a related approach based on Markov dynamic models (MDM) which
includes a set of hidden states to capture conformational dependencies. The generative models
resulting from MDM were applied on small systems such as alanine dipeptide. In comparison,
we illustrate our results on real proteins such as ubiquitin and also demonstrate the utility of our
approach to reveal molecular recognition pathways.
 4.3 Approach
An overview of quasi-anharmonic auto-regressive model (QAARM) is shown in Fig. 4.1. MD
simulation data is first processed to remove rotational and translational degrees of freedom. Quasi-
anharmonic analysis (QAA) is then applied (Section 4.5) which outputs a reduced dimensional
representation of the original MD data. Motivated to detect biophysically relevant energy wells,
or highly populated regions, in the low-dimensional QAA space, we next use a simple Markov
diffusion model to cluster the conformations into meta-stable substates (Section 4.6). Local
dynamics within each substate are then captured by a linear, second-order auto-regressive model
(Section 4.7) which explicitly models spatial fluctuations. The AR model thus extends the time-
insensitive QAA model by considering temporal relationships between successive MD frames.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of QAARM: We use MD simulations as input to quasi-anharmonic analysis
(QAA). The output of QAA is a reduced dimensional space, in which conformers clustered together
represent micro-states. This reduced-dimensional space is then input into a Markov diffusion frame-
work to identify clusters of conformations that are kinetically accessible. These clusters represent
metastable macro-states. We then build second order auto-regressive models for each substate to
identify pathways between metastable states.
 4.4 Molecular dynamics simulation of human ubiquitin
Ubiquitin, a small globular protein, is involved in the proteosomal degradation pathway. It
consists of 76 residues and folds into a well defined β-grasp fold. Ubiquitin’s structure is evo-
lutionarily conserved across all eukaryotes, consisting of five anti-parallel β-strands (β1 − β5) as
well as two α-helices. The primary binding surface (R1 in Fig. 4.4) of ubiquitin is composed
of a small number of residues proximal to the flexible β1 − β2 and β3 − β4 loops. A secondary
binding interface consists of the β4 − α2 region. Ubiquitin binds to over 300 or more targets
in the human cell and naturally has been the focus of many experimental and computational
efforts to characterize molecular recognition216. With a large number of crystal structures and
NMR conformers available (both substrate-free and substrate-bound), ubiquitin provides an ideal
platform for studying protein dynamics in the context of biomolecular recognition.
The protocol for simulating ubiquitin in solution is described elsewhere199. Briefly, eight
crystal structures of ubiquitin (PDB codes: 1UBQ, 1P3Q, 1S1Q, 1TBE, 1YIW, 2D3G, 2G45 and
2FCQ) were used for our simulation. Each simulation was carried out using the AMBER suite of
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tools, and each production run lasted a total of 62.5 ns. Hydrogen atoms were simulated using
SHAKE algorithm, while electrostatics were evaluated using the particle mesh-ewald (PME)
technique. A cut-off of 10 A˚ was used for long-range interactions (electrostatic and van der
Waals). Conformations were stored every picosecond resulting in a total of 62,500 conformations
per simulation. The simulations cumulatively constitute 0.5 µs of sampling in the ubiquitin
landscape. For analyses only Cα atoms were used. All trajectory processing was performed with
Matlab.
 4.5 Quasi-anharmonic representation of protein dynamics
QAA is a general, statistically rigorous approach to identify non-Gaussian and rare behavior
within extensive atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories. It utilizes higher-order statis-
tics of protein motions and is not restricted to orthogonal basis directions, a major compromise of
existing techniques. QAA identifies energetically coherent substates in the conformational hierar-
chy and also possible transitions between these substates, consistent with the understanding that
proteins sample from a hierarchical, multi-level energy landscape, with minima/ maxima sepa-
rated by energy barriers9,10. Internal protein motions, driven by thermal energy in the solvent,
enable proteins to explore this rugged landscape.
Here, we summarize quasi-anharmonic representation of protein motions in long timescale
simulation trajectories based on diagonalization of a tensor of fourth-order statistics. This tensor
describes positional fluctuations and their couplings. We use an efficient algebraic technique
called joint-diagonalization of cumulant matrices (JADE), a well known algorithm in the machine
learning literature for analyzing multi-variate data217.
First, we assume that overall rotation/translation degrees of freedom have been removed
and hence that positional fluctuations ~x are centered around the origin. Second, second-order
correlations are removed from the fluctuation data. In particular, a covariance matrix G is
estimated: G = E{~x~xT } , which is then diagonalized by orthogonal eigenvectorsB and eigenvalues
Σ usingG = BΣBT , followed by elimination of second-order correlations in ~x with ~α = Σ−1/2BT~x,
leaving E{~α~αT } = I, an identity matrix of size 3N × 3N for N atoms under consideration.
Third, a fourth order cumulant tensor K is estimated comprising both auto- and cross-
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cumulants given by
κ(αi) = E{α4i } − 3E2{α2i }, (4.1)
and
κ(αi, αj , αk, αl) = E{αi, αj , αk, αl} − E{αi, αj}E{αk, αl}
− E{αi, αk}E{αj , αl} − E{αi, αl}E{αk, αj}, (4.2)
respectively. This expression is further simplified because E{~α~αT } = I, and hence E{αiαj} = 1
when i = j and 0 when i 6= j. The cumulant tensor will have a total 3N × (3N + 1)/2 matrices
each of size 3N × 3N accounting for auto- and cross-cumulant terms.
Fourth, the fourth order dependencies denoted by the sum of the cross-cumulant terms are
minimized, a procedure equivalent to diagonalizing the tensor K. No closed form solution exists
for diagonalizing a tensor, however an approximate solution can be found using efficient algebraic
techniques, such as Jacobi rotations218. Just as the eigenbasis B diagonalizes the covariance
matrix G, a rotation matrix J can be found which approximately diagonalizes the cumulant
tensor K, leading to:
~w = J~α. (4.3)
Substituting for ~α from above:
~w = JΣ−1/2BT~x, (4.4)
and thus ~w = U−1~x implying
U = BΣ1/2JT . (4.5)
Thus, U represents anharmonic modes of motion derived by minimizing the fourth-order depen-
dencies in positional fluctuations, in addition to eliminating the second-order correlations (as is
the case with quasi-harmonic analysis) (see Fig. 4.2). Unlike in approaches that use principal
component analysis, U can be non-orthogonal and hence intrinsically coupled. The anharmonic
modes of motion Ui, each a column vector of matrix U , are sorted decreasingly by amplitude
(‖Ui‖).
Finally, we paint each conformer in the QAA subspace by internal energy, the sum of electro-
static and Van der Waals interactions (computed with NAMDenergy219) over each conformation.
We emphasize that resultant energy coherence within observed substates is an emergent property
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Figure 4.2: QAA vectors on 2D atomic displacement distributions, compared with FCA
and PCA. Spatial fluctuation distributions for three atom pairs from simulations of ubiquitin are
shown, each datapoint representing two spatial coordinates for a single conformer, one from the first
atom and one from the second. (A) Fluctuations in the x direction for Cα 2 are shown on the vertical
axis. Fluctuations in the z direction for Cα 14 are shown on the horizontal axis. Pairwise fluctuations
are mostly Gaussian or harmonic, manifested as an oval probability distribution. (B) Residue pair
31–45 experiences anharmonic fluctuations in the x and y directions, respectively, indicated by a bulge
in the probability distribution. (A–F) Principal component analysis (PCA) models the data according
to the black arrows, the directions that maximize variance. Purple arrows indicate the modes derived
from full correlation analysis214, which minimizes mutual information but is restricted to orthogonal
modes. QAA basis vectors (red) point in the direction of greatest anharmonicity and need not be
orthogonal. Notice that QAA vectors point toward the directions of increasing energy, especially
panels (B) and (C). (D–F) Energy219 distributions are shown for each joint distribution. The color
range in each (lower panels) is thresholded above and below ±2.5σ for visual clarity. All spatial units
are in A˚. For each residue pair a total of 100,000 conformers were used from 0.5µs of simulation203.
of the method, that is, conformer internal energies are not considered during the projection onto
the QAA subspace.
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Figure 4.3: Organizing the conformational landscape of ubiquitin into energetically ho-
mogenous regions: Projections (w1 − w3) of the conformations from the ubiquitin simulation onto
the top three anharmonic basis vectors are colored according to the scaled internal energy values of
the conformers. Also shown are the results from hierarchical clustering (Section 4.6), where a total
of 78 clusters were identified. The arrows indicate portions of the landscape from where some of the
clusters originated. Illustrative examples of cluster centers are shown as colored cartoons; overlaps
with the other cluster centers are shown as transparent gray cartoons. In each of the example cluster
centers, the region that undergoes the maximal conformational change is highlighted using a dotted
rectangle. The corresponding secondary structures are marked for ease of identification.
 4.5.1 Organizing ubiquitin conformational landscape into energetically
homogenous regions
From the original simulation consisting of nearly 500,000 conformations (0.5 µs), 10,000 equally
spaced conformations were collected for training the QAA basis. We performed QAA within a
30-dimensional PCA subspace which covers 95% of the input variance. The anharmonic modes
of motion reveal the ability of ubiquitin to modulate both the primary and secondary binding
surfaces (β1 − β2 and β3 − β4; β4 − α2), as shown in Fig. 4.3. In addition, the distances between
β1 − β2 and β3 − β4 can also serve as order parameters to describe the anharmonic landscape
spanned by our simulations. Motions along each of the anharmonic modes permits ubiquitin to
adopt a conformation that resembles the substrate-bound conformation. Our AR models will be
deemed successful if they can recover this property.
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 4.6 Hierarchical clustering for metastable substates
Energy wells in the 30 dimensional QAA-space determine biophysically relevant substates; the
structure and dynamics of each can be characterized through clustering. Neighboring conformers
in QAA-space have similar internal energies (Fig. 4.3) and thus are dynamically and kinetically
related. To facilitate clustering, we model the MD trajectory as an undirected network where
edges connect energetically adjacent conformers in QAA-space (using Euclidean distance within
the QAA space). The energetic coherence of a neighbors is simply an observation given the
proximity of energetically coherent conformers shown in Fig. 4.3. We can then cluster this net-
work using a hierarchical Markov diffusion framework. This approach is an extension of earlier
applications of spectral graph partitioning algorithms for segmenting natural images162,220, un-
derstanding protein dynamics and allosteric propagation221, and relating signal propagation on
a protein structure to its equilibrium dynamics222.
We begin hierarchical clustering by constructing a Markov transition matrix using edge
weights between conformer pairs. Weights are chosen according to distance within QAA-space
between connected conformers.
We then initiate a Markov chain (or random walk) on the weighted undirected network.
As Markov transition probabilities homogenize through diffusion, an implicit clustering emerges
from the network. First, a set of nodes representing the putative clusters are identified. Then, a
Markov transition matrix is newly constructed using this reduced representation. The principle
behind this construction is that upon reaching a stationary distribution at the coarsest hierarchy
level, the Markov chain has also converged at finer (more local) network levels. This consistency
regulates the overall topology of the network and helps build a multi-resolution representation of
metastable states.
We expect that fine-grained hierarchy levels will produce many small clusters containing close
neighbors in QAA space; that is, most cluster members will be from the same time-window
(and single trajectory). As Markov diffusion progresses (fine-grained to coarse), conformers that
are more distant neighbors will be connected by edges in the diffused network, and will there-
fore be assigned to the same cluster. Thus, the hierarchical clustering can highlight dynamical
connections between conformers at different timescales.
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 4.6.1 Markov diffusion framework
Initiation: The MD simulation is modeled as an undirected graph by placing an edge with weight
1 from each data point to its six nearest Euclidean neighbors in the QAA space. At hierarchy
level t = 0, each data point is considered a node. Let no be the number of trajectory frames. The
n0×n0 adjacency matrix C0 gives the edge weights between each data point pair and the n0×n0
diagonal degree matrix D0 (Step 1) gives the connectivity at each node in that Dt(i, i) contains
the total number of connections to node i at hierarchy level t. Nodes with high degrees can be
seen as hubs, and nodes with very low degrees can be seen as isolates. The stationary distribution
of the Markov chain is given by the normalized degree vector ~pi0(i) =
D0(i,i)∑
j D0(j,j)
, and represents
the probability of a Markov Chain residing in a particular node after infinite iterations.
Iteration: For t = 1 until done:
1. Compute the diagonal degree matrix Dt−1, with entries
Dt−1(i, j) =
{∑nt−1
j=1 Ct−1(i, j) i = j
0 i 6= j
and the Markov transition matrix Mt−1 = Ct−1D−1t−1.
2. Diffuse the Markov transition matrix by repeated multiplication Mdt−1 = Mt−1 ×Mt−1 to
reveal distant connectivity.
3. Determine the (nt−1 × nt) kernel matrix Kt to carry network information from hierarchy
level (t − 1) to level (t). The kernel matrix is made up of a subset of nt  nt−1 columns
of Mdt−1, which is selected such that the size of nt is minimized while maintaining nonzero
transition probability among all nt−1 points.
4. Solve ~pit−1 = Kt~pit for ~pit with an expectation-maximization algorithm to find a low-
dimensional representation ~pit of the stationary distribution ~pit−1.
5. Compute Ct using ~pit:
Ct = diag(~pit)K
T
t diag(Kt~pit)
−1Kt diag(~pit), where KTt denotes the transpose of Kt and
diag(~pit) indicates the diagonal matrix formed from the vector ~pit.
6. t→ t+ 1
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Termination: End if nt ≤ 2. At this point, the network has been divided into one or two clusters.
Backwards iteration along the hierarchy allows computation of an (nt−1×nt) ownership matrix
Ot for each hierarchy level t, in which Ot(i, j) gives the probability that data point i belongs to
cluster j at level t of the hierarchy:
Ot(i, j) =
Kt(i, j)~pit(j)∑nt
k=1Kt(i, k)~pit(k)
,
where
∑nt
j=1Ot(i, j) = 1. The ownership matrix gives the probability distribution for the like-
lihood that a data point belongs to any metastable state of the trajectory, providing a soft
partitioning of the data. A hard partitioning is determined by assigning each data point to the
cluster to which it has maximal ownership probability.
 4.6.2 Characterizing metastable substates in the ubiquitin landscape
The connectivity matrix C0 at clustering initialization is shown in Fig. 4.4. The connectivity
matrix shows several regions of high cross-talk. Iterative diffusion of the Markov chain derived
from this connectivity matrix, followed by kernel selection, results in six hierarchy levels with
10000, 4486, 978, 78, 11, and 2 clusters at each respective level.
To provide parameters for the AR model (Section 4.7), a membership threshold must be
chosen that is fine enough to capture local dynamics, but still coarse enough to allow flexibility.
We chose a membership threshold such that all cluster members were reachable from the cluster
center within 50 ps, where a substate’s center is defined as the closest conformer to the mean
of that substate. The mean QAA-space distance between conformers in successive frames is ~ˆd,
and the standard deviation is σd. The hierarchy level at which 99.7% of the conformers are
within ~ˆd+ 3σd of their substate center is selected for further processing. Following this criterion,
auto-regressive analysis was pursued using statistics from level 4 of the hierarchy.
Four cluster centers from the connectivity matrix are shown for example clusters in Fig. 4.4.
Clusters can be mapped from QAA-space onto the connectivity matrix to visualize accessibility
between substates. As an example, dynamically distant clusters are illustrated in Fig. 4.4 by the
red and green enclosed regions. The metastable substates identified share significant similarities
in both conformational and energetic space, however, they do not interact directly in QAA-
space. This produces a partitioning of the landscape that is quite unique from the perspective of
understanding ubiquitin’s equilibrium fluctuations: the landscapes’s extrema represent distinct
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Figure 4.4: Markov diffusion clustering of QAA shows ubiquitin motions involved in
binding substrates: The 30 dimensional space determined form QAA is used to construct a set of
meta-stable states that are energetically accessible. From a group of 10,000 conformers, we show how
the network is modeled with the adjacency matrix C0 shown here. The Markov diffusion produces a
total of 78 macro-states at level 4 of the hierarchy. To illustrate the extremum points in the network,
we depict two representative clusters (A and B shown in red and green respectively) representing
changes within the binding regions of ubiquitin. The primary binding region is indicated by R1.
conformations of ubiquitin’s binding regions. Note that while β1 − β2 and β3 − β4 adapt an
“open” conformation in the structure shown in green (average separation of over 18 A˚), the
red structure shows the binding regions “close” to each other (average separation of 13.5 A˚).
Thus, the inherent motions of ubiquitin involve sampling the two metastable states with almost
exclusively no cross-talk. However, note that both the red and green structures can interconvert
between the metastable states highlighted in gray. These metastable states represent the so-called
intermediates which are necessarily visited before sampling either open or closed conformations.
Intermediate metastable states also highlight the importance of ancillary structural changes that
ubiquitin might have to undergo in order to sample either the open or closed conformations.
These changes are predominantly located along β2 − α1 and the C-terminal tip of α1 helix.
Thus, for the opening and closing of the binding region in ubiquitin, our pathways deduced
from the Markov transition matrices reveal that it is energetically more favorable to undergo
conformational changes along the two regions highlighted in gray.
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 4.7 Building Auto-regressive models
Motivated by the need for a compact, linear, and generative model of protein dynamics, we extend
our findings from QAA and hierarchical clustering with a stochastic auto-regressive (AR) model
inspired by problems in control theory and signal processing223. Understood as a second-order
stochastic differential equation that has been sampled at regular intervals, the model relates
each successive protein conformation to the previous two. It consists of an appearance model
and a dynamic model, which can be conceptualized, respectively, as encoding the protein in a
meaningful low-dimensional (embedded) space and modeling characteristic motions within that
subspace. Because we learn summarizing parameters for the protein’s dynamics in the model, we
can synthesize extrapolated trajectories of arbitrary length. As a contrast to molecular dynamics
methods, where the system and environment are simulated and dynamics result, or fragment
models of protein structure224, the approach here models dynamics explicitly and exploits the
statistical regularities intrinsic to a natively fluctuating protein. Within this approach, time-
evolution of the protein’s conformation ~xt results from coupling the appearance and dynamics
models:
~xt = U ~wt + ~t, ~t v N(0, R), (4.6)
~wt = A1 ~wt−1 +A2 ~wt−2 + ~ηt, ~ηt v N(0, Q), (4.7)
where weights ~wt constitute the projection of ~xt onto the subspace spanned by U , or its state.
Determining a physically meaningful subset of basis vectors, and the vectors themselves, is frus-
trated by the enormous conformational space accessible to a fluctuating protein. A poor choice
of basis vectors (or selecting too few) would increase the reconstruction error ~t upon mapping
each embedded state back to full conformational space. The basis chosen here, U , is the first 30
anharmonic modes which are extracted using QAA and which span the conformational subspace
available to the dynamic model. Both deterministic and stochastic elements are contained in the
model’s dynamic component (Eqn. 4.7). The deterministic element is a second order Markov
model in which the state at time t, ~wt, is a linear combination of states ~wt−1 and ~wt−2. Stochas-
ticity is introduced by the Gaussian driving distribution ~ηt, which quantifies motions that are not
fully captured by the linear model. More temporal information is available to this model than
to a first order model; we show that this permits characterization of complex motion patterns
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Figure 4.5: Representative transition matrices are highly diagonal: (A) A1 and A2 for the
most populated cluster, cluster 2, which contained 29108 structures or 5.84% of the entire .5µs simu-
lation. Cross correlations between QAA modes are highly reduced, yielding low off-diagonal elements.
Distinctions between A1 and A2 indicate the constituent structures (from cluster 2) carried dynamic
information across multiple frames. The lower two panels show less strongly diagonal transition ma-
trices for a less populated cluster, 67, which contained 627 structures. Elements of A1 and A2 range
from −.84 to .72 over all clusters (−.33 to .5597 over clusters 2 and 67). (B) Cluster memberships for
MD training data (black) and AR-synthesized (red) ubiquitin conformations, 10,000 frames each.
that extend over several timeframes (or MD conformations during training). Distinct from the
connectivity matrix in Section 4.4, the transition matrices A1 and A2 here constitute the second-
order transition matrices of the stochastic process and must be learned from training simulation
data. In the following subsections we address learning these dynamical model parameters and
generating synthetic trajectories.
 4.7.1 Learning the dynamical model
The dynamical model, Eqn. 4.7, exploits our knowledge of past states (conformations) to propose
a future state. Before we can compute transition matrices A1 and A2 from training data, we first
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project the ubiquitin simulation into the embedded 30-dimensional QAA-space to yield training
states ~wt:
~wt ≡ UTX, (4.8)
where columns of X, ~x1 . . . ~xT , are 3N vectors carrying the protein’s coordinates (for N residues).
Following the derivation put forward in Ref. 225, the auto-regressive model is defined sequentially
over the weights:
~w3 ≈ A1 ~w2 +A2 ~w1
~w4 ≈ A1 ~w3 +A2 ~w2
...
~wT ≈ A1 ~wT−1 +A2 ~wT−2
(4.9)
with unknownsA1 andA2. We concatenate state vectors and transition matrices with the notation
Wi,j ≡ [~wi ~wi+1 . . . ~wj ] and A ≡ [A1 A2] to express the system in matrix form:
W3,T = AW
2
1 where W
2
1 ≡
[
W2,T−1
W1,T−2
]
. (4.10)
The total squared error between the true states and the predicted states is minimized with the
Frobenius norm ‖ · ‖F :
A = argmin
Aˆ
∥∥AˆW21 −W3,T∥∥F . (4.11)
Generally the state subspace is much smaller than the number of observations (training simulation
frames), so Wi,j is rarely square. The solution to Eqn. 4.11 then follows:
A = W3,TW
2
1
∗
, (4.12)
where F ∗ ≡ F T (FF T )−1 denotes the pseudo-inverse of a matrix F . Representative A1 and A2
matrices are shown in Fig. 4.5A. The stochastic term, ~ηt, represents those dynamics that are in-
adequately captured by the second-order linear model, and is drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with covariance equal to that of the prediction error averaged over the training sequence. That
is,
R = E
[
PP T
]
,where the prediction error is
P = W3,T − (A1W2,T−1 +A2W1,T−2) . (4.13)
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Interpreted physically, each A1 and A2 pair encodes the local, time invariant dynamics. The
eigendecomposition of
[
0 I
A2 A1
]
yields the exponential decay constants βm =
1
τ log
1
λm
for these
local dynamics, where λm < 1 denotes any positive eigenvalue
223.
 4.7.2 Synthesizing new motion sequences
The learned transition matrices A1 and A2, unique to each cluster, can be used to generate
novel structure sequences of arbitrary length. That is, ~wt and ~xt now constitute the unknowns
in Eqns. 4.6 and 4.7. Starting from a randomly selected frame from our training trajectory,
we propagate the model using only the learned transition matrices. Within the QAA space
defined by the column vectors of U , we compare each generated conformer to the mean structure
of every cluster. At every step, the nascent trajectory is assigned to the cluster center with
nearest Euclidean distance, and permitted to evolve according to that cluster’s A1, A2, and
~ηt until it moves closer to a different cluster center. We generated a synthetic trajectory of
25,000 frames, during which the protein visited 76 of the 78 clusters present in the training
data (cluster membership for 10,000 training and testing frames is shown in Fig. 4.5). Other
than error/transition parameters and the determined local mean of each cluster, no temporal
information from the training data was necessary for the time-evolution of ubiquitin’s dynamics.
Additionally, it should be noted that the entirety of the generative process is carried out in the
embedded QAA subspace, and the appearance model, Eqn. 4.6, is only used in post processing to
return to full, 3N conformation space. We can conceptualize each substate’s transition matrices
as linearly encoding local dynamics, whereas reconstruction information from embedded to full
conformational space is carried in the QAA basis vectors U . Far less storage and computing
resources are required to propagate the AR-derived dynamics than with conventional sampling.
Temporally, the synthetic trajectory employs the same time step found in the training data; the
25,000 synthetic trajectory frames compares with approximately 25 ns of MD simulation.
 4.7.3 Predicting pathways of molecular recognition in ubiquitin
The underlying stochastic dynamical model allows us to synthesize new conformations of arbitrary
length. This is particularly useful when one has to predict the binding mode of ubiquitin with
another protein. Note that in our simulations, ubiquitin was simulated in its substrate-free form.
Hence, no explicit knowledge of the substrate-bound form was available. However, when we
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Figure 4.6: Synthesized conformations from QAARM reveal novel binding modes of
ubiquitin substrate. (A) A movie-like representation of the fluctuations in ubiquitin synthesized
from the QAARM model. Note that regions undergoing large conformational changes include the
binding regions and the ancillary regions of ubiquitin. These motions have a direct implication on
binding a variety of substrates. (B) Synthetically generated 25,000 conformers are projected back onto
the QAA bases to reveal the number of potential contacts that each of the synthesized conformer can
make with a known substrate, Rabex 5. Note that the substate highlighted by the ellipse consists of
a small number of conformers in the synthesized data that can form a large number of contacts with
Rabex 5.
synthesize 25,000 conformers from QAARM, its utility becomes quite evident. The conformers
show fluctuations along the flexible regions of ubiquitin (highlighted in Fig. 4.6A). Further, these
motions are largely similar to the fluctuations in the ubiquitin simulations, as evidenced by
projecting the synthesized conformations back onto the QAA basis vectors.
It is also interesting to note that the projection of the synthesized conformers onto the QAA
basis space reveals novel pathways of ubiquitin binding. To illustrate this, we chose the PDB
id: 2FIF where ubiquitin interacts with Rabex-5 along the secondary binding site of ubiquitin
(β2−α1 and β3−β4 interface). We computed the estimated number of contacts each synthesized
conformer would form if it were to be superimposed onto the crystal structure. Since we use only
Cα atoms to generate the conformers, we consider two atoms to be in contact whenever they are
separated by less than 7.3 A˚226. The results of this computation are illustrated in Fig. 4.6B.
By projecting the synthesized conformers onto the QAA basis space, we discover that a small
number of conformers (highlighted by ellipses) form a large number of contacts with the substrate.
Furthermore, the other parts of the landscape (in QAA) show meager contacts with the substrate.
This allows us to pinpoint a specific mechanism by which only a small number of the generated
conformers can bind to ubiquitin in a specific manner. Although it remains to be seen if these
conformations are also energetically favorable, we believe that QAARM has allowed one to predict
complex formation by exploiting the statistical regularities in the substrate-free simulations of
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ubiquitin. Thus, in line with previous studies that proposed conformational selection to be a
predominant pathway for recognizing binding partners in ubiquitin227, our studies also predict a
similar mechanism (at least at the Cα resolution).
 4.8 Discussion
Well-sampled conformational space is more useful with organizational principles which can de-
scribe and characterize it. Methods for extracting meaningful features and events must cope with
longer simulations of increasingly larger and more complicated systems, and should eventually
be used for validating and error-checking MD simulations themselves. The trajectory studied
here samples many of the unique binding poses ubiquitin must adopt for specific recognition of
diverse ligands, providing a rich platform for studying functionally relevant structural transitions.
However, ubiquitin’s structural shifts are subtle when compared to those of hinge or multidomain
proteins; that these motions and connecting pathways are distinctly resolved with our method
speaks to the utility and suitability of higher-order statistics for decomposing conformational
space.
We exploited long-tail spatial distributions in former work (quasi-anharmonic analysis), and
we extended it in this paper with linear stochastic models which account for temporal depen-
dencies. This allows us to explore specific, local dynamics accessible to a protein within ener-
getically homogeneous wells. Clustering to determine substates was performed here within the
30-dimensional QAA subspace, and we plan to compare our identified substates to those from
other clustering methods in the future. Additionally, increasingly subtle or energetically local
behaviors can be encoded by learning AR models at successive clustering levels; how we couple
AR-models at potentially disparate hierarchical levels to give a coherent picture of protein fluc-
tuations is a topic of future work. In addition, we plan to apply maximum entropy methods to
enable the dynamics of even poorly-sampled energy wells to be incorporated into the AR-model.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
. . . your errors grow in proportion
to the distance you cover.
Vladimir Nabokov
Ultima Thule
B eing dynamic and somewhat unpredictable systems, proteins are fun to study. Their be-havior gets forced into ‘the conceptual boxes supplied by professional education’228 when
we want to make useful claims about how they work. We’ve taken two broad approaches to this
task where, we hope, our methods contributions are valid and illuminating. Both are dependent
on the conformational landscape paradigm, a powerful conceptualization of protein behavior at
a molecular level. Projection-based methods as in Chapter 4 identify a smaller subspace of the
landscape that captures important correlations in the data and allows comparison with experi-
ment and also visualization. While it is recognized that choosing useful reaction coordinates is
often challenging, the model as a whole adapts well to new phenomenological concepts. Intrin-
sically disordered proteins live in ‘less-funneled’ landscapes229 and proteins that fold in tandem
are said to ‘synergistically’ alter the conformational landscape22, for example. We tried to show
that some motions in this subspace are statistically regular and can be modeled with simple
first-order regression. When the high-dimensional free energy surface is discretized and confor-
mational changes are mapped to state transitions we thereby arrive at the second organizing
structure considered in this dissertation: network models (Chapters 2 and 3). These too have
many interpretive conveniences. Native or misfolded states can be identified as ‘hubs’ or ‘traps’
for example, but, at least at the current maturation of network science, many topological or
kinetic features remain poorly-defined. Additionally, the discretization step does not avoid the
reaction coordinate question since any number of features could be invoked for delineating the
network nodes. So, given these challenges and compromises, where might network modeling and
subspace projections of protein simulations be applied?
One area of study is protein aggregation, caused by small solvent or sequence perturbations
leading to pathologic protein misfolding230. That phenotype can be so drastically altered by such
small environmental or amino acid changes argues for perturbation studies of the conformational
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landscape like those undertaken in the opening chapters. That is, even a relatively small confor-
mational substate made inaccessible via inhibitor or solvent adjustments could potentially impact
overall folding behavior, and these impacts, even when phenotypically silent, are increasingly dis-
cernable by experiment231. ‘Velvet gloving’ a protein just a little bit away from its native state
in this fashion could dramatically change which binding pose is presented and which oligomeriza-
tions are possible20,107. F-scores are discussed here as a way of quantifying these subtle kinetic
changes. Our thinking is that as human modulation of protein dynamics increases in subtlety
and specificity, we will need more accurate ways of quantifying–and predicting–how the target’s
kinetics are impacted.
In sequence, Chapters 2 and 3 highlight our departure from the assumption that network
dynamics are always dominated by a native, densely connected hub. At first, more general ap-
proaches might appear unneeded. Looking at WW in Fig. 2.6, we see a FEL characterized by
well-defined folded and unfolded ensembles and a topology that is dominated by a well-like native
ensemble. But we should remember that the polypeptides studied in that chapter were chosen
for simulation by the original authors specifically to identify folding characteristics that promote
attainment of the native state. Many proteins with key disease-associated function or dysfunction
were necessarily excluded. Yet, proteins with less defined native states are in fact over-represented
among key regulatory and signaling pathways in higher organisms232,233, so functionally-relevant
regions of the FEL should not reflexively be labelled ‘native’ any longer. Although unstructured
proteins present less static pharmacophores, initial studies suggest they could in fact be more
druggable than conventional drug targets234, so we must properly understand complex networks
that lack topologically-dominating hubs235. In Chaper 3 we discussed in more detail the prob-
lems arising from network centrality measures that overlook this reality. Importantly, others
have recognized that topologically important nodes in a network need not be the most highly
connected146, so we feel our work complements the current toolbox of network analysis methods.
Appendix A
Additional Figures
Figure A.1: Trapping times are largely a function of in-degree sn. For the ten protein
networks tested in Chapters 2 and 3, sn is plotted against average trapping time. (A) Linear axes,
(B) logarithmic axes.
Table A.1: Accuracy of predicted f-scores. A duplicate of Table 3.2 with accuracy standard
deviations, as depicted with error bars in Fig. 3.11.
Total nt Total np ρ ρs NRMSEλ˜,U˜ NRMSEλ˜,U0 NRMSEλ0,U0 Avg. speedup
H500 10 607 0.99 0.98 0.027± 0.015 0.181± 0.255 0.192± 0.231 1.05
H1000 10 837 0.99 0.98 0.026± 0.019 0.173± 0.181 0.200± 0.087 1.82
H2000 10 1880 0.99 0.99 0.021± 0.010 0.108± 0.118 0.144± 0.047 3.38
HA 10 880 0.99 0.99 0.012± 0.010 0.102± 0.087 0.109± 0.041 1.28
HY ST 10 550 1.00 0.99 0.009± 0.007 0.174± 0.039 0.234± 0.056 4.27
HUC 10 1117 0.99 0.97 0.016± 0.007 0.096± 0.036 0.127± 0.056 2.83
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Figure A.2: Frustration scores, f¯nat, versus substate populations. The green dashed line indicates
the median substate size within the native ensemble.
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Figure A.3: Frustration scores, f¯nat, versus RMSD-to-native. The green (gray) dashed line indicates
the median value within the native (nonnative) ensemble.
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Figure A.4: Frustration scores, f¯nat, versus native helicity, Hn. The green (gray) dashed line
indicates the median value within the native (nonnative) ensemble.
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Figure A.5: Frustration scores, f¯nat, versus nonnative helicity, Hnn. The green (gray) dashed line
indicates the median value within the native (nonnative) ensemble.
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Figure A.6: Frustration scores, f¯nat, versus native contacts, Qn. The green (gray) dashed line
indicates the median value within the native (nonnative) ensemble.
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Figure A.7: Frustration scores, f¯nat, versus nonnative contacts, Qnn. The green (gray) dashed line
indicates the median value within the native (nonnative) ensemble.
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Figure A.8: Substate widths. Frustration scores, f¯nat, plotted against substate widths, defined
as average intra-substate pairwise RMSD. The green dashed line indicates the median cluster width
of all conformational substates within the native ensemble. Singletons are excluded.
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